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One Small Wild Place

The beavers next door live in a fascinating and beautiful home---an eighty-acre cattail marsh
framed by rolling hills forested with birch, tall white pines, and a scattering of oak and maple trees--the domain of deer, foxes, bears, and many kinds of birds, both predator and prey. Among the
alder thickets bordering the marsh and in the stream and beaver pond are muskrats, ofters, minks,

raccoons, and snowshoe hares; and redwings nest in the cattails and painted turtles sun on old
mossy logs.
“Land”.

This is also my sense of place (Tus 1), where I canoe and feel ai home with the

(Marilyn Holmer)
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Abstract
Sustaining Freshwater Wetlands:
Cass County, Minnesota
July 2009

Over the past two centuries, we humans have drained, filled, and degraded half of our freshwater
wetlands to serve the needs of increasing population, consumerism, and economic development.
We are destroying wetland goods and services that our lives (all life) depend on because many still
view these lands as unattractive, unproductive wastelands of little value. For example, unknown
millions of acres of wetlands have been drained in Minnesota’s prairies and deciduous biomes for
agricultural use or drained and filled for homes, malls, and airports or dredged and deepened for
navigation or have simply become dumping grounds for garbage. And despite laws, Minnesota is
still losing thousands of acres of wetlands; conservative estimates report 1,800 acres for 19992000.

(Minnesota Center For Environmental Advocacy: p 2). Therefore it still seems safe to sav,

for example, that many communities would willingly sacrifice the life of a small wetland nearby for
the commercial value of a new mall. However, as we discover how valuable wetlands are, a new
image of these ceosystems, including beaver created wetland-ponds, begins to emerge and with it
the need to protect and preserve thesc vital, life-giving and beautiful habitats of our Earth home.
The small logging, tourist, and recreational communities of Cass County, Minnesota have an
especially strong incentive to protect their land of forests, lakes, and wetlands, because the health
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of their tourist/fishing economy depends on healthy natural resources. The main purpose of this

paper, then, is to discover how Cass County (a microcosm with worldly problems) is handling
these serious and difficult issues. How is it providing a balance . . . to protect and sustain healthy
lakes and wetlands while, at the same time, restraining the effect of increasing human population

growth and development that could degrade and destroy these valuable lands, and therefore their
livelihood? To satisfy their tourist, fishery, and recreational industry Cass needs both healthy
natural resources and healthy aquatic habitats. Related to this main purpose, are proposed
solutions, strategies, and underlying root issues that may help move us toward an ecocentric
viewpoint and sustainability. I would like to explore some of these issues in the discussion section. I
am especially mieresied in the need for understanding and preserving whole wetland ecosystems,
grasping ihe wholeness of a wetland community as a sense of place, understanding the beaver’s
rolc as Keystone species, and realizing cthical/acsthetic concerns that help change our attitudes and
behaviors toward wetland systems. For example, here are a few questions I have in mind. How
long can we continue fo unmindfully manage (or just plain ignore and destroy) wetland habitats
before these earth systems collapse and disappear? And an even more urgent concern, why do we
behave this way . . .do we not have the ability or depth of consciousness to know and choose what
18 just and wise?
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Wetland Definitions and Values

What are freshwater wetlands?

Generally, freshwater wetlands are areas where water dominates

the environment and the plant and animal life. Thev are found along lakes, rivers, streams, and
ponds; and include marshes, swamps, and bogs. More completely, a wetland marsh, for example,
is a “complex interacting, dynamic ecological system (ecosystem) that has a physical form or
structure, interactions of members of a single population of a species, diverse relationships of
various species of plants and animals living together as a community, and a flow of nutrients (=
energy) through the community that allows the system to function.”

(Weller: viii).

Why sustain healthy freshwater wetlands? People, everywhere, need the goods and services of
healthy wetlands. Wetlands sustain clean freshwater which is vital for all lifc on carth including

human life and economic well-being, maintain more life than almost any other ecosystem, sustain
the stability of the global environment, maintain and gradually release water, are invaluable for
flood and drought control, provide groundwater recharge, slow erosion, lessen both air and water

pollution, take in vast quantities of carbon dioxide and release great quantities of oxveen, and
offset the build-up of CO2 in the atmosphere that causes global warming. In addition, wetland
ecosystems provide food supplies that encourage and sustain biodiversity, dense vegetation that
traps sediments and consumes pollutants, a home for a vast array of plant and animal life and
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sancturaries for rare and endangered species, and important opportunities for research, education,
recreation and aesthetics.

(Niering 1985: 44-65, and 1991: 15-16) And perhaps most compelling

and persuasive, cattail marshes are (for me) special places that encourage spiritual contemplation, a
kind of communion and a seeking-time into the meaning of our relationship to the “land” that we
belong to.

II
Brief Wetland History
North American wetlands were formed during the reireat of the glaciers of the last Ice Age
(10,000 to 12,000) years ago, and couniless weilands are the work of ancieni and modem beavers
that also play a “vital role in creating wetlands.”

(Niering 1985: 25). In fact, “Probably no single

wetland animal is morc important than the Beaver in determining the fate of wetlands.”

(p 121).

When the European settlers arrived in the 17” century there were 215 million acres of wetlands;
less than half, only 99 million acres, remained by the mid-1970s

(p 19) (Hus. 2,3,4).

Most

settlers viewed wetlands as unattractive, unproductive wastelands, terrifying places full of
mosquitoes and disease, and many were drained and converted to dry land. In addition, water
drained from millions of beaver-created wetlands when heavers were nearly exterminated by
extensive land clearing and when the “beaver men” searched for the “soft gold” of the fur trade
that swept across North America. Furthermore, the Swamp Wetlands Act enacted by the U. S.
Congress in the mid-1800s gave 15 states 65 million acres of federal land for “reclamation,” which
meant draining more wetlands.

(p 19). Estimates show that, between the mid-1950s and mid-

1970s, 11 million acres of marshes and swamps were destroyed, a wetland loss close to 500
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From the mid-1970s to the mid-1980s the estimated annual

wetland loss was nearly 300 thousand acres per vear.

(USF&WS

1977).

More recently, a

September 1997 U.S. Fish and Wildlife service study showed a “net loss of 117,000 acres per vear

between 1985 and 1995, much of which occurred in highly productive freshwater forested
wetlands.” (USF&WS 1997). Is the accumulated impact of these wetland losses and continuing
losses contributing to some of our serious present-day problems with water pollution, erosion,
drought, floods, and climate change?

II
Introduction to Cass County: Location, Ecology,

and Natural Resource/Development Problem
Cass County lies in the northern coniferous forest and lakes ecoregion in the colder northern third
of the state where the mysterious and haunting cry of the loon still “allures” many tourists to pinebirch shorelines, cabins, and resorts (Mus. 5). Wetlands including swamps, marshes, beaver
ponds, bogs, and those formed in bays along lakes are plentiful. Cass is also within the northern

Mississippi headwaters/I eech lakes region watershed (Tus. 6), an area of 750,000 acres which
includes Leech Lake (third largest Minnesota lake of 111,000 acres), the Mississippi River, 273

other lakes, and 5 other rivers. The population of Cass County is 27,150 in an area of 2,414
square miles of which 2,018 is land and 397 square miles is water. (DNR: Leech Lake Watershed
Project). The people of rural Cass County communities “go ali out” to cater to tourist and

recreational needs: all season water and land sports, housing developments, crafts, small town
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entertainment, golf, dining, businesses and services, hardware and lumber stores, construction, real
estate, boat storage, small machine repair, and so forth all of which affect the land. Many are
resort owners, loggers, trappers, fishermen, hunters, carpenters, truckers, and retired people. Most

attend one of the many churches, are friendly and helpful, and rely on their own traditional ways
of thinking and still pride themselves and their forebears for “living off the land.”

John Sumption, Cass County Environmental Services Director, says, “We ve been glaciated seven
times from three different directions . . . . We have 258,000 acres of lakes, 384,000 acres of
wetlands, and a huge forestry base with 3/4 million acres in the Chippewa National Forest as well
as considerable state and couniy forest.

We have agriculture, mostly beef and dairy, and we're a

high powered recreational destination . . . . We need every tool we can get our hands on fo make
good, informed decisions about development.”

(Innovative land-use planning, Cass County,

Protecting Minnesota’s Natural Treasures: p 1). In addition, Cass “has hundreds of miles of
streams, including the headwaters of the Mississippi River; abundant recreational opportunities
including trails, hunting, and fishing; half of Minnesota’s naturally reproducing Muskie lakes; and
ranks high for rare plants and high priority wildlife species.”

(Environment and Natural Resources

Trust Fund, 2009: p 2). These natural resources are highly valued for recreation, and are the
strength of Cass County’s stability. Population growth is up 28 % as of 2000 and is expected to
rise to an additional 50 %

by 2030.

(p 2). The future quality of wetlands is threatened by

shoreland development, which can effect water quality, degrade fish and wildlife habitat, and
destroy rare and endangered species. It seems that Cass county is in a position where they must
seriously pay attention to sustaining the quality and ecology of wetland/forest/water resources or
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lose their livelihood. They are now forced to deliver and protect high quality, healthy wetlands and

must think in long-term health, and no longer administer costly short-term fixes which fail again
and again.

Iv
Objectives of Project
A. Because nationally, we have drained, filled, and degraded (Illus. 7,8) more than half our
wetlands, because state statutes do not protect most wetlands, and because we continue to lose

wetlands, it is essential that we develop a deeper appreciation of the vital roles these habitats play
in all life on Earth and work to sustain our remaining wetlands.
B. To sustain not only wetlands, but healthy wetlands because whole ecosystems can better deliver
goods and services. And Lo realize thal “over ihe lorig ferm, whole ecosystems are more likely io
retain the adaptive capacity to sustain production of wetland goods and services in the face of
future environmental disruptions such as climate change.”

(Baron ct al: p 1). Wetlands benefits

are costly and almost impossible to replace if they are degraded, therefore a first priority is
sustaining wetland integrity.

(p 1).

C. To stress that the fate of cur culture may

rest upon the health of our natural systems with which

we have an interdependent destiny; just as our culture, increasing numbers and economic
development may determine the fate of our home and planet.

Te look info root causes of

economic consumption.

D. To realize that freshwater wetlands today are “being severely altered or destroyed a* a greater
rate than at any other time in human history, and far faster than they are being restored.”

(p 2).
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And to emphasize that analyses reveal that freshwater ecosystems are under stress and at risk
because of human activities, etc. (p 3).
E. To be aware that a change in management polices needs to occur because too many different
government agencies have a say in how water resources should be used and allocated.
Management focuses primarily on “maintaining the lowest acceptable water quality and minimal
flows, and protecting single species rather than aquatic communities.

(p 2).

¥. To shift from an anthropocentric/utilitarian view to ecocentric thinking and behavior toward
wetlands and wildlife in Cass. To educate communities toward a better understanding of wetland
ecology and management practices such as focusing on whole system health and protection, needs
of the ecosystem, and long-term water resources management.
G.

To promote an awareness among wetiand managers of the five sustainable principles discussed

in Environmental Science by Wright and Nebel. Usiderstanding and applying these principles may

help us achieve a sustainable society, in which humans not only help sustain the natural world but
realize (hai they are one pari of the natural world, not its master.
H.

(Wright and Nebel: p 72).

To stress that wetland laws need to be changed and updated.

I. To stress that Sense of Place and spirituality are foundations for attitude change toward

freshwater wetland sustainability. To promote social action toward a common good, justice, holism
and spirituality; a movement toward sustainability of the carth that sustains all lifc including human

society, and justice toward Earth for generations to come.
J. To sustain healthy wetlands, we need to understand and appreciate the complex ecology of a
healthy wetland. The disciplines for understanding the marsh wetlands are many and scientists

have only scratched the surface. Milton Weller, author Freshwater Marshes: Ecology and Wildlife
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Management writes: “Much research still remains to be done on the dynamics of plant community

in wetlands, in nutrient flow, and developing data bases, so we can interpret and predict events in
the ever-changing freshwater marsh.” (Weller: p 105) And one Minnesota ecologist admits, “We

know dangerously little about aquatic biodiversity,” and “there has been very little inventory of
wetland plants, invertebrates, and even non-game fish.” (Osgood: 1).
K.

To recognize and appreciate the beaver (not as an expendable nuisance), but in his rightful role

as a wetland keystone and reconciliation species who naturally intensifies and supports wetland
benefits, conserves water, and builds biodiversity (lus. 9). The beaver, in his activities, practices
natural ecology and sustains wetlands. And a final objective offers successful and practical
solutions to people/beaver conflicts that will allow people to live in greater harmony with beavers.

Methods and Materials Used

To explore, observe, and research the various conservation/environmental groups (both human
and nonhuman) in Cass County to discover their viewpoints, commitments, and what tools and
strategies they are developing to sustain healthy freshwater wetlands. I used data from
county/state/and national statistics, scientific literature, EI. themes and assignments, guestionnaires,
and personal observations of the wetland and beavers who lived in the cattail marsh next door; and
also included iltustrations, graphs, charts, maps, etc.
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VI
Results of Search

Here, 1 list, describe, question, and summarize the various conservation methods, strategies, and
tools Cass County is using to sustain healthy wetlands, using tables, figures, illustrations as needed.
I also highlight the beaver as a most valuable natural wetland “resident” and sustainer of healthy
wetlands.

A. As nature’s conservationists, beavers sustain healthy wetlands.

Beavers are water and soil

conservationists, keystone species in aquatic ecosystems, ecosystem engineers, regulators of stream
flow, modifiers of riparian habital, major coniributors io nuirieni cycling (micoorganisms), and
benefactors of wildlife and fish (Tllus. 10). As geomosphic agents they have a profound effect on
the land and streams and because they do preserve healthy wetlands, have a profound cffect on

humans. Their dams are beneficial and have a positive influence on our waterways. They control
flood water, drought, erosion, store water, elevate water tables, create wetlands for wildlife, and
improve water quality. Beavers intensify, support, create, and preserve wetlands. Because of their

building activities, they attract and provide communities for organisms, therefore, they create and
protect biodiversity (Illus. 11-16).

Because beavers create habitats and resources for other animals

and plants, they are called ecosystem engineers, keystone species,

and reconciliation species.

(Busher and Dzieciolowski, 1999: Preface v and Niering 1985: 25,121,122).
B.

Non-lethal solutions to people/beaver conflicts allow greater harmony between humans
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Solutions include examples and illustrations of tree protectors (Illus. 17), fencing,

culvert protectors, water control devices, the Clemson pond leveler (Tllus.18,19), repellents,
livetrapping, cooperative partnership programs, self-regulation and methods used in Canada’s
Gatineau Park’s beaver management program, and viewing and managing beavers as reconciliation
species.
C. The Minnesota Center for Environmental Advocacy (MCEA). MCEA is a legal and
scientific conservation group protecting and defending Minnesota’s environment that works in the
courts, legislature and state agencies for environmental change.

(MCEA Wetlands Initiative).

Wetlands that include bogs, marshes, and swamps are essential for our human quality of life.

Despite laws wetland loss in Minnesota continues. For example, 1800 acres were lost between
1999-2000, and 1,367 acres were lost from 2001-2003. But according to the Minnesota Board of
Waler and Soil Resources (BWSR), these are conservaiive esiimaies because “it canmot rack
losses not required to be reported or attributable to unknown illegal activity.” (Executive Summary
of Wetlands Initiative, Wetlands Protection Plan: p 2). Primary reasons for loss arc exemptions

and inadequate enforcement of wetland protection laws, and a series of complicated and outdated
wetland and drainage laws, rules, and procedures.

(p 2). To stem the loss of wetlands, the

regulatory system, “both in terms of number of acres and [just as important] in quality, needs to be
improved.”

( p.2).

They recommend nine actions to take to preserve and sustain quality wetlands

in Minnesota, which also affect Cass County. And their positive actions may, in turn, affect other
states, national, and even global laws and outcomes.

D. Deep Portage Conservation Reserve (Tllus. 20) is a learning center in Cass County. Tt is a full
service environmental education/outdoor recreation center of ten square miles of rolling hills, lakes
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and forests with a 54,000 square foot, solar-paneled cedar and fieldstone Resource Heritage
Center Lodge. It accommodates large groups of adults and/or school children for weekend or
week-long visits.

(Deep Portage Learning Center. [hitp://www.deep-portage.org/]).

E. Wetland Regulation Models.

The Cass County Wetland Functional Analysis Model”

integrated information from a variety of data sources, including data from the Minnesota County
Biological Survey. It stored this information in a Department of Natural Resources (DNR) Natural
Heritage and Nongame Research Program database. This model uses eight criteria to evaluate
wetlands such as “uniqueness to the county, value to surface-ground-water protection, value to

wildlife, cultural value, and rare or endangered species. Each value is numerically ranked
according to importance and is used in land-use planning.” (Illus. 21). This system also gives
information about rare species on a site. (Innovative land-use planning: Cass Couniy).

A second model focuses on uplands that excludes wetlands. This model identifies public roads and
utility sites where Cass would like to put further development which would than preserve more
remote areas. The county planning commissioner who liked the new decision-making tools says “.

. . it seems there’s a new subdivision going up every other day.” He believes the new 2002 models
are a support and aid because you're making decisions on established critieria which are not based
on assumptions that don’t hold up in court. Again, John Sumption sums up Cass County’s
progressiveness as simply being “prudent.” He says, “A preservation ethic is really gaining
momentum here. The natural features are the reason people want to be here. They realize that

there is a limit to how much you can develop these areas and still retain the value . . . . there has
been an exodus from places that have allowed too much development . . . . we don’t want to let it
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(Innovative land-use planning, Protecting Minnesota’s Natural

Treasures, Case study showing how Cass has used ecological information to protect their natural
heritage).
F. The Cass County Intralake Zoning Project collects field data on 17 lakes on 13 parameters,
then uses this data to rank areas of shoreland by its sensitivity to development. Here are examples
of Ten Mile and Woman Lakes (Tllus. 22).

(Ten Mile Lake Association News: 2008).

G. Environmental Assessment Worksheet. This worksheet (Illus. 23) is a tool used to preserve,
for example, Lantern Bay wetland of Woman Lake in Cass County. It includes the various impacts
of development (31 issues, such as erosion, water pollution, plants, animals, microorganisms,
housing sizes, docks, boats, motors, fishing, etc.) on the wetland to determine if the, in this case,
developer is permitted to build a housing development overlooking this wetland bay. Is this tool an
honest effort to preserve wetlands, I wonder, or is if more of a formality? Is ihe purpose of ihis
tool to preserve whole healthy wetlands, intact, or does it really focus on single management for
fish and tourism? Or might it bc improved upon?

H.

The Leech Lake Area Watershed Foundation (LLAWE).

This publication is a public

action tool that promotes the protection of water, woods, and wildlife. The foundation identifies
and protecis sensitive lands and waters in the watershed; accepts donations of land and/or helps
landowners explore options for selling their land; assists in the establishment of conservation
easements; and provides education on individual and community responsibility for stewardship
through workshops and publications. Tt also builds leadership and local responsibilty for watershed

protection through sustainable actions and lake associations and promotes land-use decisions and
regulations to ensure sustainability of the regions’s natural resources. Leech Lake watershed
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consists of 855,000 acres, 674 lakes (168,807 acres), Leech Lake (111,500 acres), 120 miles of
streams, 140,000 acres of wetlands. (Leech Lake Area Watershed Foundation, Spring/Summer,

I. Lake News: Child, Girl, and Woman

Lake Property Owners Association, 2008 Fall Issue:

77. The Lake News reports the progress of [.antern Bay wetland preservation action and discusses
proposed zoning tools (Illus. 24, 25).

For example, through five vears of talks and negotiations

between many organizations, the LL AWF

has put together a final purchase agreement with

Thousand Acres Development Company, to buy the final 1,800 feet of shoreland and 20 acres of
adjoining property. One hundred thousand dollars has already been raised toward the $340,000
fundraising goal. When this land is acquired, the total 5,000 feet of sensitive shoreline will be
preserved from “over-developmeni”™, and it will be placed under DNR ownership and management
as an Aquatic Management Area “for the benefit of the public and the protection of water quality
and fish and wildlifc habitat on thc Woman Lakc Chain.”

(p 3).

Another important issue is the result of the voluntary septic systems inspection. In the three-year
period from 2005 through 2007, 81 of the 500 Woman Lake chain septic systems were found
non-compliant. Cass County will now work with these people to bring these systems up to code to
ensure clean, healthy lakes and wetlands.

J. Cass County Homeowner’s Guide to Lake Stewardship produced by the LLAWF, Cass
County Environmental Services, and lake associations, Aug. 2008, is another tool for quality

wetlands. On page one, the guide quotes from Aldo Leopold’s land ethic: “A land ethic reflects the
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existence of an ecological conscience, . . .and, [it is our] individual responsibility for the health of
the land . ..” and,

“We abuse land because we regard it as a commodity belonging to us. When

we see land as a community to which we belong, we may begin to use it with love and respect.”
(Aldo Leopold, 4 Sand County Almanac, 1949). Human attitudes foward the land may be
changing! This guide shows how homeowners can manage their property to protect shoreline
water and wetlands by curbing pollution at the source and reducing, capturing and cleansing
runoff. It suggests the following practical actions citizens can take fo help sustain healthy shoreland
wetlands.

To reduce phosphorus and other pollutants that produce excessive plant and algae growth that
result in a decrease mm waler clarity, diminish oxygen for fish, and lessen waler quality for
recreational use.
. Usc zero-phosphorus lawn fertilizer (Minncsota law).
. Keep grass clippings, leaves, etc. out of the lake.
. Locate fire pit 50 feet from lake shores and remove ashes.
4. Use phosphorus-fiee household products.
. Practice low-impact boating; boat slowly to avoid stirring up sediment.
6. Check boat and trailer for aquatic invasive species like Eurasian watermilfoil, curlyleaf
pondweed, or zebra mussels.
7. Understand how vour septic system works. If vour septic system or a neighbor’s fails,
untreated wastewater could come in contact with people and cause a health hazard or enter the
groundwater and pollute the aquatic habitat.
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&. Reducing runoff such as snow melt or rainwater from hard surfaces decreases the pollutants
that eventurally reach lake waters and wetland bays. Naturalizing vour shoreline is the most
important way to decrease shoreland erosion. Slow your boat down because boat wakes cause
tremendous shoreland erosion and intefere with wildlife such as nesting loons.
Homeowner’s Guide: pp 1-3).

(Cass County

A native vegetation buffer between land and water restores and

maintains the ecological function of lakeshore with 500% more diversity of plant and animal
species.

K.

(p 10).

Conservation Easements.

Here is another tool for protecting and sustaining healthy

wetlands. This is a story about a conservation-minded couple who donated land to the Leech Lake
Area Watershed Foundation for the purpose of protecting its conservation value and assuring
enjoyment for fuiure generations. They have made sure that their natural landscape of 203 acres
including 3,700 feet of natural wetland shoreline will be undisturbed into perpetuity. They have
donated this land that has been in their family for over 50 years fo the LLAWF to protect the
wildlife and the lake/wetland environment from future development and misuse so that future
generations of Minnesotans could spend time on land that has no trace of humanity, just the pure
and natural state of creation evolving over time. “The older we became, the more we treasured the

natural simplicity of the land and how valuable it was to our wild fidends,” explained this couple.
The LI.LAWF helped them develop a conservation easement, which is a legally recorded agreement
by which landowners may voluntarily restrict the use of their land. Their wishes were that the land
remain posted for no hunting or camping, and that trails on the property be maintained for fire

prevention and forest conservation logging. They also emphasized that “The Foundation not only
helped us do this properly, but they were also willing to thoroughly discuss and understand our
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wishes and honor them.” And this is very reassuring and supportive both from the landowner’s
viewpoint and the broader goal of ensuring healthy wetlands and wildlife.

(Leech Lake Area

Watershed Foundation, Spring/Summer, 2008: pp 1-2).
L. Invasive Species.

In Minnesota, invasive species such as the rusty crayfish, purple loosestrife,

carp, and many others degrade and destroy native wetlands, lakes, and wildlife. For example,
fishermen trappers in our bay set out numerous traps, hauling in cages full of rusty crayfish to
prevent this invader from harming native fish communities. The rusty feeds on their eggs and
young, and drives out native crayfish. Purple loosestrife, introduced from Europe in the 1800s,
was first discovered in Minnesota in 1924, and used as an attractive horticultural plantings.
Loosestrife has few enemies, grows rapidly in wetlands, and even crowds out cattails. Native
species such as muskrals and ducks avoid these wellands and eradicating loosesinife is especially
difficult. Control methods include digging up individual plants, applying herbicides, and
introducing insccts that feed on its tissucs, killing the plants. (Tester: p180).

Carp (large 20 pound

minnows), also troduced from Europe in the 1800s, was stocked as a food fish in Minnesota in

1883.

Carp uproot and destroy bottom vegetation, stir up mud, which reduces photosynthesis, and

interfere with spawning and feeding of game fish and breeding ducks. Efforts to eliminate them by
seining, trapping, and poisoning have not been successful. Although carp are fished for recreation
and food, many feel wetlands would be healthier without them.
(Tester: 180-182)
M. Global Warming. What are the effects of global warming on sustaining healthy wetlands,
natural resources,

and fishing communities?

A Minnesota Conservation Volunteer Magazine

article, “Forecast: Warmer Waters” (May/June 2008: pp 16-23) by Jason Abraham asks,
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“How will Minnesota fish, anglers, and fisheries managers adapt to warmer lakes and streams?”

Since greenhouse gases will warm temperatures in the next 50 vears, Minnesota DNR fisheries
management is preparing to adapt to a warmer climate. According to the DNR fisheries research
manager, they plan to focus on good homeowner lakeshore stewardship, such as “maintaining
buffer strips along lakes and streams, and reducing erosion by improving development, logging,
and agricultural practices.”

(Abraham: p18).

They predict an average temperature increase of

about 5 degrees Fahrenheit by the year 2100. This warmer climate in the northern forested lakes
would increase the water temperature and provide a longer growth period for walleve and northern
pike. Bul these game fish depend on cold-waler game fish such as tulibee for prey, so growth
could be compromised. If water quality is healthy, tulibee and lake trout (also a cold-water fish)
would survive the warmer months in decp cool forested lakes. Bluegill, sunfish, and bass which arc
warm water fish would expand in the warmer northern lakes, but compete with walleye and pike.
But what are the fisheries managers going to do? They are going to engage hunters, anglers, and
the public in rountable discussions and presentations to educate them to manage natural resources.

Fisheries managers will take water samples in two-dozen lakes that measure temperature, oxygen,
phosphorus, and a “host” of other indicators. And they will engage counties, townships, and lake
associations in monitoring and in making changes
(Abraham: pp 16-23).

for good watershed management practices.

It is not quite clear what the fisheries managers are taking responsibility for.

Are managers adapting to warmer climates by taking samples?
action will they take?

Then what specific fish related
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There is no mention of wetlands and beaver ponds as fish spawning habitats, nurseries, and safe

cooler havens for fish during potentially fatal temperatures for fish. Nor does it mention how the
rest of the aquatic ecosystems are involved and will adapt. Do these fisheries managers have

adaquate knowlege and information to act positively?
N. International Beaver Symposium (flus. 26). Peter Busher (Boston University), among
others, is the developer of the 5 International Beaver Symposium held in Dubingial, 1 ithuania,

20-23 September 2009 where the concept of Reconciliation Ecology is presented. In a some ways,
it seems that some of Cass County’s initiatives, technology, and actions are somewhat changing

and moving toward reconciliation ecology which includes sustainability for both human and natural
resource needs. But, I feel, the majority of Cass County wildlife managers and citizens have a long
way io go in changing their allitude and understanding about beavers and wetlands. This concept
of reconciliation ecology that permeates the scientific research in Peter Busher and Ryszard M.
Dzieciolowski’s Beaver Protection, M. anagement, and Utilization in Europe and North America

was presented by Dr. Michacl Rosenzweig, Profcssor at University of Arizona. He emphasized
that we need to “move away from purely exploitive activities and [to?] the development of
reconciliation ecology with wildlife.”

(Busher et al: p.v).

Therefore, because of their activities,

beavers are keystone species and also reconciliation species; beavers develop new habitats for
themselves and also for populations of other species. (p.v). This concept, it seems to me, to be
more inclusive, shifting more toward an ecocentric view of managing wildlife and of understanding
ecosystems and humans as healthy, sustainable whole systems. It recognizes the value of the

beaver’s interrelationship with the land, water, plants and animals, and humans in a substantial
way, not superficially. For example, Schulte and Dietland Muller-Schwarze’s study
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Understanding North American Beaver Behavior As An Aid To Management, concludes that

“Beavers are not just a natural part of the riparian landscape, they are the architects of the system.
If we redefined the word ‘nuisance’ to a more tolerable level, then the costs of dealing with
nuisance beavers would quickly drop. Given the flexibility of beaver behavior, perhaps we would
be better to manage human activity, to use preventative measures to avoid problems with beavers
and to reap the benefits of living with beavers.”

(Busher: p 122).

I feel that you have an animal

here whose value is tar more than tur, who creates habitat diversity for biodiversity. And the
findings of a second study by the same authors, Behavioral and Ecological Characteristics Of A
‘Climax’ Population Of Beaver (Castor Canadensis), conclude that, “| Wildlife | Managers often
try to intervene in populations deemed “too dense”, yet beavers can maintain intercolony distances,
family size, and body weight, despite high population densities. Managerial decisions then address
conflicts between beavers and humans, and not necessarily any requirements of the beaver
themselves.”

(p 176).

Cass County could use a dose of this line of sound scientific thinking and

understanding which could be a future model for human behavior toward not only wetlands and
beavers, but toward our behavioral relationship with the “land”, a much morc civilized and

enlighted one.
0.

2005 Woman Lake WMA

Wetland Restoration (Illus. 27, 28). The Woman Lake Wildlife

Management Area Wetland Restoration Project in Cass County was designed by Ducks Unlimited,
Inc. of North Dakota.

The project replaced a concrete structure with stoplog and culvert with

another structure and culvert about fifty feet down the road. This new replacement structure
consisted of a rock rapids chute upstream from the road (the road lying between the marsh and

lake) that would allow fish passage upstream from Woman Lake, through the wetland, and into
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It seems that the purpose of the project is to accommodate spawning northern

and walleye, especially into Black Water Lake. In answer to my e-mail, the Woman Lake WMA
manager informed me that all beavers, mink, and otter would be trapped both at the Black Water
inflow and at the Woman I.ake outflow of the cattail marsh next to our property. The reasons for
trapping are that beavers would build dams blocking the spawning fish and their young and, mink
and otter would consume them. (There are many reasons why beaver dams do not block spawning
fish and have not in the past. And fish are food for nonhuman animals, too.) The reason for the

$500,000 fishing weir is that some Black Water people (written in a letter to the editor, Pilot
Independent of Walker) want more walleyes and northern in their lake. Would this be an example
of state wildlife managers and officials digging up, draining, and refilling a small part of a valuable
wetland and using the name, restoration, to play favoritism to a few?

And in addition, if these

managers had a good excuse Lo trap beavers and other nuisance animals in the process, then all the
better. Nuisance animals have little or no cultural/economic value, especially if they interfere with a
culturally favorcd animal like thc Minncsota wallcyc. In the 1700s beavers were valued differently
(Tus. 29,30,31). Are natural resource personnel really protecting wetland systems or single
species? What 1s really happening here . . . arrogance, ignorance of a wetland system, assault on
the “land”?
P. Placing Monetary Value On Wetlands. Should Cass County use this method to show wetland
worth? They seem to be laying the ground work for wetland worth with their inventory of sensitive
shoreland areas. Does putting monetary value on a wetland protect and sustain it in our presentday consumer economy from development and questionable restoration activities?
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Robert Costanza, an ecological economist and others view the environment, not as a set of
resources within the human economy, but see the human economy within the larger sphere of the

environment. The environment is master and disciplinarian, calls the shots and the limits. We,
through consumeristic behavior suffer the consequences of our actions. This larger environmental
sphere includes the goods and services of ecosystems upon which we depend and which is the lifesupport of our economy. Therefore, it seems we need to sustain healthy natural systems. As our
human population, development activities, and consumeristic behaviors increase without restraint,
care, or understanding, our wetland systems and ail systems continue to shrink. Will natural earth
systems, in time, sadly collapse around us and like Easter Island, no longer be able to support our
culture? (Wright and Nebel: pp 574-575)
Q. Mitigation and Mitigation Banking.

Do these tools sustain wetlands? Mitigation means to

compensate for man-made damage to one wetland by improving, restoring or creating a similar
wetland nearby. Mitigation banking occurs when those who have restored a wetland receive credits
which can be sold to developers who want to build on wetlands, but can’t find a mitigation project
of their own. Wouldn't you think there would be a national law that would prohibit any draining

or filling of these indispensible wetland ecosystems? Three very valid reasons exist: Freshwater is
vital to all life, we have drained over half of them, and wetlands and beaver ponds are highly
valuable storage systems for floods like the $16 billion Mississippi/Missouri flood of 1993.

VII
Discussion

Search results revealed a number of fairly recent conservation groups, tools, workable solutions,
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and methods available that may have the potential to help sustain healthy wetland habitats, natural
resources, and a productive economy in Cass County, Minnesota. But I also thought they revealed
a number of serious issues like possible loopholes, questionable activities, inadequate management
practices, and a need for increased education in wetland ecology and changes in attitude.
In addition, global warming, invasive species, endangered and threatened species further endanger
wetland sustainability. I've divided this discussion section into three parts: Introduction: The
Human Predicament, Seeds For Change, and Seedlings: Searching Deeper. Searching Deeper
attempts a discussion of why we are a threat to ourselves and earth systems, who we are as a
species, and how we can better reconcile ourselves (live in harmony) with and within the carih’s
sysiems.

Introduction: The Human Predicament
The human predicament may be likened to a quagmire of our own making, in which we and the
rest of earth life are slipping. A frightening analogy. Yes, but it scems we are sliding deeper into a
morass of self-centeredness, economic expansion, and needless trends of consumerism. We are
becoming less and less aware or concerned about our relationship to the rest of life . . . the “land”
by Aldo Leopold’s definition. More and more, we are distancing ourselves from our real true roots

and rich sustenance of spiritual-ecological wisdom. Tt seems that we are at times at the point, too,
where we cannot see, hear, or sense our life-connection within the real natural web of life. Either
we have chosen not fo or no longer have a choice. In fact, we need not even touch the earth, the

soil, the water to fish or hunt anymore, but simply “pop” in a video game. When we do become
quiet and truly listen to the natural environment, whether wetland or forest, this firsthand
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experience can be life-changing. For example, you may begin to feel your inner self melding with a
larger outer-environmental Self.. . and you feel a sense of belonging to a larger home system.

But

then, we are so easily distracted and to sit still and absorb the sights and sounds and feelings with
all your senses needs a patience and relaxed awareness. This state of being relates to a sense of
peace for me. Many of us don’t have time or have adapted ourselves to another world that we
prefer, a human-made world of cement and glitter, of more and more, bigger, faster, better.

Similar to the “numbness” of Egvpt’s roval society and the Israelites during Solomon’s reign, we

have rejected our real roots to the land and have made it a slave to this new world of false riches
that we rule. It’s as if we are on a power trip, a technological one, that is no longer a trend but an
all-possessing, all-encompassing ruling auihoriiy thai we have taken for granied . . . a not {0 worry,
no problem,we willfix it with more technology kind of world. This reminds me of one particular
time while I was watching a Bill Gates interviow on TV, when I was purposclyfocusingo
facial and eve expression. I wanted to detect

for myself, the personality of a multi-billionaire who

became rich through “brillant” technological advancement, but I could not find anything buta
pleasant blandness, no superior wisdom or spark of enthusiasm. In this interview, he was, I thought
rather boring . . . or maybe he was bored. Or, did he embody a new superior world of complete
faith in technology, of a silent networking power, of future automatons, far removed from those
poor slaves of the earth. Although fascinating
and useful, the seemingly ever-expanding new

technology has become a king that is devouring our lives and the living wisdoms of our earth
home. Is it a king of greed that we have created, the need to consume the earth? How long can the

earth-slave live under such unjust power and devastating ecological burdens? We have already
seen definite signs of its deterioration and vet we continue io use and abuse biological life
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according to our will or nature. Will we slip further into the dominant consciousness and culture
around us? How shall we behave? How shall we more deeply and soundly reconnect ourselves
with the earth as our ecological and spiritual home in a vast universe? Must we and are we able to

realize a new mature way of being? Can technology answer these questions, will the king save us
from our own destructive power? Who can tell us the wisdoms of life, the way to go? But perhaps
before we can realize 2 new way of being we must open our eves wide to what we are now doing.
Perhaps we, as a human race, are like the prodigal son who runs away from his roots, squanders

everything of value for a life of self-interest, consumption, and destruction. And then falling into
despair, he comes to his senses and leaving his human-centered life behind discovers a new
wisdom, his true mhentance. -

Seeds For Change (Cass County, Minnesota)

The following examples discuss both local organizations which arc potentially good soils for seeds
of change to take root and grow; and more global issues for which the soils are still questionable.

The Minnesota Center for Environmental Advocacy
As a legal and scientific conservation group, the MCEA believes wetlands, a major part of our
state, have been overlooked, drained and degraded. Losses have continued even after the passage
of the Minnesota Wetlands Conservation Act (WCA), 15 vears ago. Since all wetland losses
cannot be tracked due to illegal activity and other reasons, the MCEA recommends nine actions to
take to improve the regulatory system. The following actions which would help preserve and

sustain quality wetlands are: better monitoring of exemptions and reporting of wetland losses and
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gains, reconsidering the blanket exemptions found in the WCA that allow for certain types or sizes
of wetlands, giving local governments authority over agricultural exemptions, addressing drainage
exemptions and reestablished wetlands, eliminating the approved development exemption, strictly
examining the de minimis exemption, increasing and improving enforcement through Save
Wetlands Accountability Team (SWAT) and citizen involvement, conforming laws to foster
wetland protection and comply with WCA, and requiring an annual Minnesota wetland protection
report.

(MCEA

Executive Summary: p 2).

Currently, MCEA efforts are focused on the 2009 PolyMet mining operations (copper, nickel, and
other sulfide-bound metals) in Hoyt Lakes which are known to lead to serious water pollution and
destruction of weilands, and also on improving the reporiing of greenhouse gases thal cause global
warming,

(MCEA: communication by letter, 5/9/2609).

Deep Portage Conservation Reserve
This conservation center is a full scivice Cass County cnviromnenial cducation/outdoor recreation
center for adults and school children. As a full service Cass County residential environmental
learning center, Deep Portage explores woods, water, and wildlife. Thousands of students visit
Deep Portage each year to take part in environmental and conservation education programs. It is
an ideal place for children, adults, and conservation groups to develop an increasing awareness,
understanding, and a just-stewardly care for our Earth and its sustainability.
http//www.deep-portage.org/).

(Deep Portage:
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Wetland Regulation
The Cass County Wetland Analysis Model and uplands model show that Cass is taking advantage
of recent technological tools that numerically rank criteria according to land-use planning. These
tools determine if the land is a no-build situation, “or what the replacement value (cost/acre) might
be for that wetland if it 1s to he degraded by development.” (Innovative land-use planning. p.2). So
apparently there is a choice according to the color code of how the land may be used which seems
to mean that some wetlands may be abused. A potential problem with this evaluation strategy may
involve the people who are doing the color coding. Are thev qualified and ethical? Do they respect
wetlands? Are there shady real estate transactions? Is there monitoring of the wetland in question?
I know that the Environmental Service Department works closely with the DNR, who had many
people working for them to count, identify, and evaluate wetland species and other criteria.

Although color coding wetland shorclines as cxira sensitive arcas may protect somg of these lands
from development, I also wonder about the quality of the eight criteria used to evaluate these
lands. Do they really evaluate and protect the needs of wetland bays or are they a way to
circumvent the issue? For example, it seems to me that the criterion “uniqueness to the county” is
rather vague. What does it really mean? And why “to the county,” why not to the lake involved? It
could mean many things depending on a person’s viewpoint. If a wetland shoreline is evaluated as
not very unique to the county, does this mean it could be used as a harbor for boats, instead of a
wetland. A wetland harbor is fragmented into waterways for docks and the wetland is degraded;
this affects the lake. Then the question becomes how many boat docks could vou have until you
further destroy the bay? What kind of boats and motors?

Would vou allow friends and relatives to
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dock their boats and pontoons? How much boat traffic would there be? Have there been any
studies on this issue? Single-home waterways for boats are dredged out to open water, a common

sight in wetland bays. The other criteria in the analysis model strike me as rather vague as well.

The Environmental Assessment Worksheet

This worksheet was used to assess Lantern Bay wetland of Woman Lake in Cass County. Is this
tool an honest effort to protect and preserve wetlands from development, or is it more of a
formality? Even if it is more of a formality, it is 2 means to initiate and involve local citizens of

different viewpoints in serious discussions of many important economic/social/cultural issues that
affect sensitive wetland habitats. Somewhat like the Popper’s Buffalo Commons, Lantern Bay
might light the way toward grassroots, democratic efforts that consider the needs of these

important lands. Ii could represent a turning point iri our evaluation and realization thai weiland
goods and services are worth sustaining for our well-being. In other words, the discussions may
represent the beginnings of sceds taking root in the soils of common ground. And in addition, the

list of EAW issues are not written in cement, but are hopefully flexible enough to include
additional and insightful ecologically information and change. Most of Lantern Bay is now
evaluated as a highly sensitive shoreland on the Cass County Wetland Analysis Model. And, a few
years ago, a large sensitive wetland on Mule Lake, nearby, was also bought by the shoreland

owners to stop development and placed under DNR ownership for the benefit of the public. These
grassroot shoreland contributions and efforts protect and preserve wetland habitats threatened by
development, but do Cass County DNR personnel know enough about wetland ecology to sustain
them properly? Do all wetlands need management? I shudder to think if all the wetlands they
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acquire will eventually become fish and duck preserves. What happens to wetland integrity then?

Lake Organization News Letters and Cass County Stewardship
The grassroots lake organizations and their news letters support wetland preservation. They report,
encourage, and promote policies for healthy environments and wetlands. They are educational
tools for explaining policy, communicating cultural/ecological needs, and displaying public
cooperative action for sustainability. As a kind of civic environmentalism they are networking
systems that share environmental data, work together on project propoals, and new ideas. Groups
like fake organizations can be a very powerful visual force for sustaining healthy wetlands and
lakes in every Minnesota county, state, nation, and even globally. Since lake owners are lake-active
in “their own front yard,” they strongly promote actions to reduce lake poliution, clean up lake
habitat and ground walers io help preveni a further decline in fisheries, waterfowl habitat, and
recreational activities. Another important and sensitive issue relates to tourists who are unaware of
lake policy and nced reminders to observe lake rules and cthics, and offen there is a need for morc

monitoring and volunteers to patrol lakes. This issue is often taken care of in local newspapers,
usually by the DNR, and stresses not only behaviors, licenses, fish limits, etc., but checks for
invasive species.

The Cass County Homeowner's Guide to Lake Stewardship booklet produced by the LLAWF,
Cass County Environmental Services, and lake associations is a comprehensive guide for quality
wetlands. It encourages

wetland systems.

a Leopoldian ecological ethic and a citizen responsibility to care for

And it includes an important quote from his Land Ethic: “When we see land as a
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community to which we belong, we may begin to use it with love and respect.”
Sand County Almanac, 1949).

(Aldc Leopold, 4

This 1s such an important consideration, I think. Often, it comes

down to how we use the earth’s systems that we depend on that counts. Do we use land with
knowledge, wisdom, and understanding of its integrative whole or with abuse and disregard of its
ecological systems? Why destrov the very land that sustains us? Use what vou need; as Thoreau
said, why do vou need two coats to keep vou warm if your already have one. The guide is also a
practical, educational, action tool that shows lake owners and tourists how thev can prevent
shoreline pollution to help ensure healthy resources for a successful economy. The LLAWF also
assists citizens in developing wetland conservation easements that are designed by the landowners
own requests for preserving wetlands and wildlife in perpetuity. (Leech Lake Area Watershed
Foundation, Spring/Summer, 2008: ppl-2).

The Minnesota Conservation Volunicer Magazine.
This magazine is a very attractive educational tool for adulis and young adulis, published
bimonthly by the DNR. It includes scientific and natural history prescatations of the statc’s
ecosystems and biota. It attracts tourists by displaying fishing, hunting, and recreational activities
with its exceptional photography and watercolor illustrations of the land of forests, lakes, and
wetlands . . . even including articles on Sense of Place. But it maintains its own strong

anthropocentric view. The DNR logic, I believe, is to appear to be very friendly, helpful, and
generous with (our?) natural resources. Within resource limits and rules, vou feel free to do what
vou want especially if vou hunt, fish, trap, and re-create . . . or if vou as lake owners make the
sustainable shoreline improvements that will increase fish and duck populations. You are in the
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system that 1s in control (in power) of managing the land and natural resources for humans to use
to attam their own ends. The means to those ends seem to lead to anything that improves hunting,
fishing, and recreational use of the land, and not specifically caring or respecting for the needs of
whole, healthy ecological systems. T feel the Volunteer leans toward a human-centered, not earthcentered enterprise much of the time. Sometimes relationships appear to be on an insincere buddy- buddy type of system. With Gifford Pinchot, the first chief of the U.S. Forest Service, the DNR
(in varving degrees) believes “the sole purpose of natural resources was to serve the needs of
humans.”

(De Steiguer, J.E. 1997. Foundations of Environmentalism. Chapter 1. No page

number. )

Invasive Species
Invasive species degrade and destroy native wetlands, lakes, and wildlife. Invasives pose a serious
problem, because how can you sustain “lands” or healihy aqualic habilais and wetlands if you
1.4
cannot eradicate invasives that are weakening and destroying these lands’ ecological ability
to live?

it is a scrious issuc because it involves balancing the social, cconomic, and environmental parts of a
community. A community tries to maintain and improve these aspects so its citizens can lead
healthy, productive, enjoyable lives there. If you spend tons of money in chemicals or herbicides or
other strategies to unsuccessfully get rid of invasive, how does this affect your ecogystems, jobs,
economy, and health? Furthermore, this issue seems to be a clear example of the human character
and behavior syndrome. For example, our attempts to solve invasive species’ problems frequently
seem to reflect the inadequacy of our human ecological knowledge. And the destructive behavior
of invasives mirrors our own aggressive impact on the natural environment through our obsession
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with economic expansion, increasing population, fascination with consumerism and trends, and
addiction to technology. (Are we an invasive species?) In addition, the destructive power of
invasives exposes our own need for behaviors that would include better foresight and consideration

of the consequences of our actions, long-term solutions, a stewardship ethic, and an earth-centered
world view. For example, purple loosestrife was introduced from Europe to the United States in
the 1800s and first discovered in Minnesota in 1924. (Tester: 180) It was praised as an attractive
garden planting and probably became a trend. It has been spreading here in this country for 200
vears; | wonder when and by whom it was first recognized as a destructive wetland invasive
-

species.

Cuirently in Minnesota and especially in the northem inland lakes there is great concern about the
spreading zebra mussel. It is a small non-native mussel originating in Russia and transported to
North America by ocean freighters.

It has now colonized most of the Mississippi River nearly up

to Brainerd about 60 miles south of the fishing lakes in Cass

County. These adult mussels

are

finger-nail sized animals and the adult females produce as many as one million eggs per vear.
Young zebra mussels are microscopic and spread easily by drifting. They foul beaches, disrupt
food webs, destroy native mussels, and clog water intakes. They are tough and adaptive( Zebra
Mussels in Great Lakes Region. [http://www.great-lakes.net/enot/flora-fauna/invasive/zebra.
html]

These tiny masses of animals are highly destructive to wetlands and economic systems that sustain
human living.

Since invasive species are usually very prolific and the insects, diseases, and other natural enemies
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that conirol its spread are absent in ifs new location, they are very difficult to get rid of. The only
way to help control zebra mussels from spreading to other lakes is to use a high-powered spray to
hose off boats and fishing equipment before entering a new lake. Here, Minnesota inspectors fine
boat owners $500 dollars if zebra mussels are found.

(Minnesota DNR: Zebra mussel. Invasive

aquatic animals. [http://www .dnr.state. mn. us/invasives/index.
html]

Estimated costs caused by invasive species, brought into the Great Lakes region on oceanliners, are
more than $200 million a year for commercial fishing, sport fishing, and clogging the area’s water
supply. Costs also include removing tons of mussel shells that wash up on beaches. In the United
States, esiimales of economic losses plus the environmental effect caused by invasive species
exceed $100 billion dollars a year. Invasive species cost landowners and resource management in
herbicides, labor, and rescarch for which there is no sclective control.

(Zcobra Musscls in Great

akes Region. [hitp://www.great-lakes.net/envit/flora-fauna/invasive/zebra.
html]

Golbal Warming
It 1s wadely accepted

that carbon dioxide and other gases in our atmosphere are increasing. It is

believed that if the average yearly temperture increases by 4 degrees F, the pine forests of northern
Minnesota may be replaced by hardwood fore

{Tester: p.275).

A warmer and drier climate

would mean that many lakes and wetlands would lose water and some may dry up completely.
Furthermore chemicals in these habitats would become more dense leading to a decline in
populations of plankton and game fish. Shrinking shorelands and loss of game fish would
negatively affect cabin owners and the resort industry. (p 276).

Will Cass County find another
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way to attract tourists?

Minnesota DNR fisheries management tools for global warming focus on good homeowner
lakeshore stewardship such as maintaining buffer strips along lakes and streams . . but what good
are buffer strips, etc. if lake shores and wetlands are shrinking? DNR plan to educate hunters,
anglers, and the “public” to manage natural resources, but are they and/or fisheries managers
ecologists?

Another serious issue related to global warming is the loss of groundwater due to shrinking and
drying up of lakes and weilands. A decrease in waler would lead to a higher demand for walter for
agricultural, industrial, and domestic use. During drought years, demand may exceed groundwater
or aquifcr supply. (Tester: p 278).

Although in Minnesota, watcr is considered public property,

who controls water use during drought conditions? Clean, fresh water is vital and a major reason
to preserve healthy wetlands.

Rare and Endangered Species
About one-third of Minnesota’s rare and endangered species are found in prairie habitats.
271).

(Tester:

Furthermore, 90% of the wetlands in Minnesota’s prairie biome have been drained for

agriculture and 60% of the deciduous forest biome.

(p 193).

How many wetland species might

we have lost without even knowing #t? And why is the loss of wetland biodiversity (and all
ecosystems’ diversity) so important?

When a wetland vanishes, for example, the species that lived

there also vanish. And when an endangered species disappears in one wetland, its risk of extinction
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population exercising increased demands on the world

environment, a fifth or more plant and animal species could face extinction “by the year 2020
unless better efforts are made to save them.”

(Wilson: 346) According to Edward O. Wilson,

“Diversity is a potential source for immense untapped material wealth in the form of food,
medicine, and amenities. The fauna and flora are also part of a country’s heritage, the product of
millions of years of evolution centered on that time and place and hence as much a reason for
national concern as the particularities of language and culture.”

(p 311).

And we become even

more concerned about wasting unknown species when we realize that only 1.4 million out of 10 to
100 million species on earth have been lisied and scientifically named and “fewer than 10 percent
have been studied ai a level deeper than gross anatomy.”

(p 346).

This is iruly frighiening, I

think, to mow down tropical forests, fo pave over wetlands, to eliminate millions of years of
ccosystem cvolution without cven a care, without knowledge. What kind of specics arc we?
Furthermore, one fourth of all prescription medicines are derived from plants, 13 percent from
microorganisms, and another 3 percent from animals for a total of over 40 percent, (p 285)
contributing to a multi-billion dollar industry. Moreover, fishery experts state that, in the last

century, three genera, 27 species, and 13 subspecies of North American fishes have been
documented as extinct. (Miller 22).

And most of these extinctions were caused by one or more of

the following factors: habitat destruction and modification (73 percent), introduced species (68
percent), chemicals, pollution, and hybridization (38 percent), and over-harvesting (15 percent);
and the loss of fishery resource is expected to rise. (22). And this loss of fishery resource has risen
in Women Lake in Cass County and certainly global warming will increase the number. And last,
wetland biodiversity provides alternative pathways in its web of life should species extinction
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occur, and therefore a certain degree of resistance to ecosystem degradation and global warming.
In destroying habitats and their species without taking serious thought of the consequences, are we
not only robbing ourselves but future generations of beneficial biotic drugs and other products?
Are we not depriving the world of the life-supporting benefits of healthy wetland systems?

II. Seedlings: Searching Deeper
This is a brief exploratory discussion of more deeply rooted concerns that may lead us toward
truer understandings of our human predicament, ourselves, and responsibility toward the health of
our wetlands and environment. Like new ways of seeing, good soils over time may produce good
fruit in the form of right and just solutions for the Earth, if we so choose. And I feel that our

expanding economy exposes human behaviors that are dominating and degrading our ecological
systems. A betier balance needs (0 be reached and perhaps even prohibitive action taken io siop
behaviors that are destroying our biosphere. Here are some valid and more deeply probing
questions and concepts that relate and could help lead us to good solutions not only for Cass
County's conflict between wetland resource preservation and development, but globally as well.
Who are we as a human species? Why do we behave destructively? Can we change?

Are We An Invasive Species?
It occured to me when I was writing about invasive species that an interesting exploration might be
to compare invasive species to human species. For example, are humans an “invasive” species of
other humans and their communities, ecosystems, the biosphere, and now in space as space
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pollution (space junk)? Unfortunately, there seem to be similarities. What or who might stop us
from destroying ourselves, other species, and the Earth? Some other more advanced species or do
we really have a deeper knowledge and strength and self-discipline to change our inner being and
behavior before it’s too late? Like other biologically invasive species, are we not prolific, tough,
and resilient? Do we not quickly spread our new technology through advertisement, dominate new
locations, foul our environment, disrupt food webs, destroy native species, and are we not also an

economically costly species because of our behaviors? Are we not slow to act justly, wisely,
ethically, but more quickly swayed to the lure of the more, bigger, better, faster, trendier
conscienceness? Is this our true human nature, a selective adaptation for survival, a selfcenieredness and disregard that is really not the way of survival bul disasier? On ihe other hand,
we can be a very attractive, charming, persuasive species like purple loosestrife but still prolific,
tough, and invasive.

We can also make a good appearance of change to sustainability but still retain the self
centeredness of that human syndrome. That is deception. Good examples of this kind of clever
deception are found in the Minnesota Volunteer Magazine, wetland management practices, and in

an article the DNR wrote for the 2008 Woman Lake Newsletter, Love ‘em or hate’em, beavers
are interesting creatures! 1 was somewhat amazed as I read the rather good but brief beaver
natural history which even included two examples of beaver benefits. Then the real issue followed:
“But as one biologist said, ‘A beaver in the wrong place is a nuisance. In the right place, he is an
ideal conservationist.” (Woman Lake Newsletter: p 6) And who knows enough to decide whether
the beaver is in the right or wrong ecological place, or whether as an “ideal conservationist” the
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beaver’s niche should be exploited at all, especially when thousands of Minnesota wetlands are lost
annually? And of course the remainder of the article concluded with a long paragraph about
trapping. This DNR article was published in the same Woman Lake Newsletter that explained the
financial progress of saving Lantern Bay from Thousand Acres Development. Lantern Bay
wetland is then acquired hy the DNR to manage as an Aquatic Management Area in perpetuity . .
No Beavers (Keystone Species) Allowed . . . only fish and ducks and humans. But there is no
beaver dam building in the bay to cause flooding, only beaver lodges. Furthermore, the watershed,
or land around the bay is too steep to be threatened by flooding. But as the Bible Director of the
boys’ camp in the bay said, “No, no, we don’t want any beavers here, they eat trees.” I also asked
him if the DNR was helpful. “Big time,” he said. “How?” I asked. “Through the money from the
loon license plates,” he answered. But we people pay for those license plates of our state bird and
also for wildlife management salaries. Is it possible ihal this cunning DNR article insertion is really
saying: Look, vou peopie raise the $300,000 to pay off Thousand Acres and we will take care of
any beaver problems and save the wetlands for fish, ducks, and humans forever? We arc your
friends.

I feel that this one, small, innocent-appearing assertion does not show sustainable, thoughtful,
caring attitudes and behavior foward preserving a whole wetland system. I think it demonstrates
predatory arrogance, deceptive invasion, shallowness, ignorance of wetland ecology, disrepect and
mockery, exploitation, and human short-term self-interest and expediency. It is a bargaining svstem

for promoting single species welfare that ruins wetland systems. It seems that too many negative
behaviors that may be deceptively labeled as beneficial may exist under the sustainability,

’
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Why do we behave this way?

I agree that I may be making too much of this one small example, but my point is that many
msincere behaviors (and they can never be proven) like this one may lead to degradation and

destruction of wetlands. This flippant attitade (and there are too many examples) that downgrades
the vital importance of whole wetland systems, spreads among the citizens of Cass County who
then may believe it does not much matter how vou treat wetlands. And they support natural
resource management policies and action without question. A clever, innocent seeming article
leads to a closed, undemocratic system of authority and power that will not change. Its disregard
causes trouble, not harmony between humans and healthy ecosystems, and it is not a sincere effort

to protect natural resources. This human-ceniered behavior is puzzling because I wonder if it
stems from

an unconscious, condescending view of man conquering nature or is if a purposeful,

cultural bchavior.

John Paul Lederach, author of Conflict Transformation, writes about how to end something

destructive and build something new. Conflict transformation probes deeper than the immediate
crisis to discover the history of the problem and understand the real root cause of a conflict.
Lederach believes that when the real causes are acknowleged there may be real social change,
long-term trans-formation and constructive, positive on-going change. Then if more and more of
us begin to realize that there is an actual root cause and reason for our destructive behavior we
may be more willing to change our behavior and do all we can to preserve the earth’s systems.

Instead of damaging the earth, we would be in a powerful position to make the needed changes to
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sustainable, stewardly action based on sound wetland ecology. We would then be directing
managers in charge of natural resources to manage with wisdom.

Marc Pratarelli, author of Niche Bandits: Why Rig Brains Consumed an Ecosystem, gives us
convincing evidence that our human brains are naturally selected and adapted to another
environment 200,000 to 500,000 vears ago. (Pratarelli: p 15).
AL
ot

He believes the problem is

biological not cultural. Behaviors of greed, consumption, and denial that were then selected for
=

because they were successful in helping us survive are now maladaptive to our present world. And,
according to Pratarelli, these dominant self-interest and human-centered behaviors will no longer
help us survive. In fact, they are leading to disaster.

(Pratarelli: pp 15-33).

In addition, “. . . our

brain does not appear fo be ideally suited to the long-term survival of our species. It is functionaily
unable to control its drive to acquire and consume résources, and il suffers from a maladapiive use
of seli-deception that helps avoid the distressing thoughis of its unchecked consumption.”
He

(32).

believes that “without future mutations to constrain our cxcossive acquisition of resources,

consumption, and denial, history will once again repeat itself.”

discussion of human self-centered

(33).

To me, Pratarelli’s

interest and behaviors of consumption, denial, and greed relate

to the wildlife managers’ dominant authoritarian, arrogance, and cunning in the Woman Lake
Newsletter discussed above. This seems to mean that we are consuming the earth, and not feeling
particularly guilty about it or willing to do much about it. The “land” is in the hands of government
agencies. Further, we perhaps deny that anything is wrong bv just looking out the window and
seeing nothing amiss, tend to forget it. Will we delay the inevidable until it is too late?
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In the three dimensions of her Great Turning (or Ecological/Social Revolution), Joanna Macy

models how grass-roots intiatives may lead the social direction away from our expanding,
destructive industrial-growth society toward 2 new life-sustaining society. Her third dimension
probes deeper into our values, who we are and what we want. She writes that we need a shift in
consciousness that is personal, cognitive, and spiritual. This would include, for example, a genuine
grief for witnessing the destruction of valuable wetland systems. Tt would be a grief felt much
deeper than any economic loss, but an intrinsically-felt loss for a beautiful working life system that
is one with all life. If we made this shift to a deeper ecological and spiritual consciousness, then we
will have left the economic expansion and consumeristic mentality far behind. We would have left
anthropocentrism, a human-centered viewpoint that admires humanity, technology, development,
and utilitarianism far behind also, in favor of ecocentrism which emphasizes a caring ecological
and Earih-ceniered world. This change and shifl in consciousness would be perhaps, a new way
of being . . . and a more sensitive way of being. This new way of inner being, I think, would then
dominate our outer action and impact on the carth, onc that sincerely appreciates all forms of life
justly and equally. Perhaps this new and higher (a spiritual righteousness and justice?) human

consciousness may even relate to Darwin’s evolutionary theory in that we would have evolved and
changed into this newer

way of being. In other words, might some of us adapt to this current world

of degeneration through realizing a new consciousness and a more enlightened (sensitivity toward
others) way of being? (Can humans adapt to a negative, destructive behavior and direction by
realizing and following a more healthy and successful way? And can this new way of being,
overcome old hardened and narrow traditional thinking and practices that degrades and destroys
wetlands. Can a better behavior then, in time, be inherited through realization and education?)
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This new kind of wisdom and more enlightened sensitivity toward others (all life) would cultivate
and naturally msist on whole healthy ecosystems which would require preserving “all the parts of
the land mechanism.” (Leopold)

It would welcome the complex “functioning of a system in

which every part is related to every other in such a way that each has a causal influence on the
others.” (Konrad Lorenz in Pratarelli: p 18) For Cass County, it might not be an especially
difficult transition, only a deeper awareness and consideration of natural resource needs and
health, a step away from the aggressive thoughtlessness that is degrading ecosystems.

In the case

of preserving wetlands (and all lands) it may lead to an inbred or even reverent observation of
wetland life and behavior, and how each part is variably connecied to each other . . . almost like
examining paris ofa self or being. Seeing a weiland system as a “sell” would require sound
scientific knowledge and management, or if a healthy self, no management at all. Although I doubt
that Cass County would appreciate the ‘self © image, onc could imagine a wetland as a whole
system. I think in Longville where there are several churches, the clergy could lead the way,
connecting the value of land with religious teachings.

Jill 8. Baron etal. authors of Sustaining Healthy Freshwater Ecosystems and Milton W, Weller,
author of Freshwater Marshes: Ecology and Wildlife Management are experts in wetland ecology.

They stress focusing on the needs of wetland systems, the importance of these lands for human
well-being, and our responsibility to sustain these lands now and for future generations. They
present sound, scientific based viewpoints that support whole, healthy wetland systems that I think
Cass County needs to be exposed to, support, and act upon. Here are some of their findings and
recommendations, many of which contradict rural Cass County management policies and actions.
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Baron ¢tal . emphasize:
1. Whole, healthy (aquatic systems) wetlands provide humans with goods and services such as
fresh water, flood control, recreation, production of fish, habitat for plants and animals, and many
other services. Healthy wetlands better adapt to climate change and continue to provide these
services.
2. Wetlands are being degraded or destroved at a “greater rate than at any time in human history.”
(2).

When wetlands are degraded their services are difficult and costly to replace.

3. We must now protect the needs required for whole healthy wetlands, not only human service
needs. U.S. water management policies are inadequate because too many government agencies are
noi in agreement. Laws and regulaiions focus on “maintaining the lowest accepiable waier quality
and minimal flows, and protecting single species rather than aquatic communities.” (2) This seems
to mean that

we in Cass County arc degrading not sustaining wetlands. We are not considering the

needs of whole, healthy wetlands, and we are protecting fish at the expense of other wetland plants
and animals, in fact trapping them out of the system. This is revealed in the 2005 WMA Woman
Lake Restoration Project discussed earlier. Baren writes that a “fundamental change in water
management policies is needed,” one that understands the nature of freshwater resources and the
benefits they provide.

(2).

4. Furthermore, our educational practices are as poor as our management policies in sustaining
wetlands. For example, hydrologists, engineers, water managers, and others are “rarely taught
about the ecological consequences of management policies” . . . .ecologists are not trained to
“consider the critical role of water in human society” . . . .economists, developers, politicians do

not account for “potential ecological costs of short-term plans.” No wonder we are destroying our
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aquatic systems, and their plants and animals are at a “greater risk of extinction from human
activities compared with all other species.”

(3).

5. Briefly, here are their recommendations for sustaining freshwater systems: (a) incorporate
wetland needs, (b) define water resources to include watersheds, (c) increase education so water
managers and users will think about wetlands as “svstems with ecological purposes as well as water
supply functions, (d) increase restoration efforts using ecological principles as guidelines, (e)

maintain and protect remaining minimally impaired wetlands (conserve what we have).

“Many

restoration projects fail to reestablish ecosystem funciioning once major processess have been
disturbed.”

(p 14),

(f) and bring the ecosystem concept home (long-term, grass-rools

stewardship). (pp 12-14).

Weller emphasizes:
1.

Our national policy needs to stress “preservation of wetland complexes in as typical a natural

state as possible.” which would include all wetland types of an area. (Weller: 71).

This approach

would preserve regional biodiversity, mobile species like birds, and acknowledge= the fact that
change in one wetland affects nearby wetlands.
2. “A general philosophy of management might be to leave well enough alone when a wetland is in
a natural state and seems productive, but use natural techniques when man-influenced wetlands are
not productive.”

(72). Furthermore, a wetland must be managed as a complex system.

3. “Management goals must consider all species, not single ones or small groups,” because change

affects all organisms. (72).

Only fish (walleye) were considered in the 2005 Woman Lake Project.
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In addition, walleye fishing has improved on Leech Lake because so-called DNR sharp-shooters
killed thousands of cormorants four years ago that were accused of feeding on young walleye. In

addition, fishery managers stocked Leech Lake with Woman Lake fingerlings. I imagine the tourist
business has improved also, hut perhaps only short-term.
4. Many wetlands have been drained, dredged, filled to make them more attractive for human
activities. These changes contradict wetland needs, degrade the svstem, and result in less
biodiversity, wildlife production, and even fish. (108).

This also relates to the 2005 Woman Lake

Restoration Project.
5. Many times an EIS (environmental impact assessment) is needed to solve conflicts between

developers and conservationisis. Weiler finds these guidelines “obscure” with unceriain causeeffect relationships that do not address and support basic issues, wetland values, and preservation.
We do not consider the wetland in conflict as a priceless treasure and a complex system. (109).
Both, the EAS used in the Lantern Bay conflict and the eighi-criteria tool used to evaluate the
sensitivity of Cass County wetland bay areas seemed to me to be rather vague also. I wondered if
Cass County Environmental Service used the expertise of a wetland ecologist’s input in these
evaluations.

6. Mitigation laws “often require only that an agreed-upon unit of land be

Pp

new wetland be created as a substitute . . . a net loss may occur.”

Also, because of

fr

q

-

or

2

(110).

preserved, not that the

personnel shortages, these changes are not regularly evaluated and monitored. Except for trapping
and dam removal. I have not seen any fish and wildlife personnel monitoring the Woman Lake
Project since 2005.
7. Wetland conflicts involve city, county, state decisions that have their own set of authorities, but
Ceiinge Ubvary
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“rarely does such decision have a sound scientific basis.”

(110).
10

8. Weller writes that 2 most serious cause of conflict in conservation programs is “identifying,

establishing, and communicating the objectives of the program.” (110). Unclear objectives leave
the public confused and concerned about the reason for a project. For example, in the 2005
Woman Lake Project, we (neighbors) did not get a clear picture of what was really going on or
why. There had been no problem with northern, walleves, suckers, or minnows swimming
upstream to spawn before the change to the restoration project. Although some neighbors were
uninterested and the project was begun when the summer people had left, two (out of ten) of us
still could not get a satisfactory answer from the WMA wildlife manager. He was vague and

insincere. We think il was a bargaining game where we got the road widened so big cement irucks
could maneuver around the curve and up the road, and the fish and wildlife agencies got their
fishing weir. There may have been other bargains as well, that related to wetland mitigation
practices and banking. In any case, four years

ssed

and we are still puzzled. The restoration

project, from our viewpoint, has not been successful and in Marc Pratarelli’s view, we have soiled
and raped what seemed to be a productive wetland, “Decision-making on wetland preservation,”
writes Weller, ©. . | is in need of serious revision.”

(110)

9. Weller believes that conservation policies need not only reflect economic and quantitative
evaluations but could also include “esthetic, philosophic”, and other nonpolitical interests as well.
(111).

Further, he believes local, state, and federal positions on wetland policy must be integrated.

We have a moral obligation to preserve natural wetland communities, but if the impact from
increasing population continues we will continue to lose wetlands. And in Cass County’s case this
could mean loss of economic security.
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Conclusion
I wonder if the people of Cass County’s rural small-town communities have changed that much?
Back in September 1906, a writer for the Pine Tree Blaze newspaper visited the town of Longville
in Cass County and wrote a column about it. This is what he wrote:

“To our astonishment we

found quite a village there. One odd feature about it was that there were so many log buildings and
one surprising thing we noticed was that it was a very peaceable town. The business buildings are
of frame, well constructed and nice appearing. A fine school house also adds to the beauty of the
place. A briskly running river runs through the town and a dam causes a continuous roar of the
water that can be heard all over town . . . . If you want a good place to fish and a first class place
to stay, go to Longville.”

(Longville 2009 Recreation and Vacation Guide).

Now it is 2009 and

visitors can still agree with that long ago wrillen column . . . but for how long?

What will happen

in the next hundred years to that briskly running Boy River, the lakes, the forests, and wetlands?
Will they be sold out to developers, incffective laws and decisions, global warming, invasive
species, mismanagement, lack of sound science and a stewardship ethic, consumption and greed . .
2 Will we have to agree with Aldo Leopold and Marc Pratarelli that “no”, we have not learned
that the first principle of conservation is “to preserve all the parts of the land mechanism.”?
(Pratarelli: p 18). On the hand, beavers as keystone and reconcilation species keep the system
whole. They, as part of the system, build complex wetlands that are self-sustaining and also store
flood waters and valuable nutrients (Illus.32,33,34).

Furthermore, will we conclude with Marc

Pratarelli that no, we are not smart enough “to know better than to soil and rape our environment.”
as we have done since the Euro-American settlement

(19)

(Illus. 35).

Or will we begin to base

our wetland decisions and practices on an earth-centered world, on a more mature and wiser
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ecological behavior that focuses on root causes rather than symptoms. For example, Figure 2
(Baron et al 4) illustrates the major wetland requirements that have to be maintained for wetland
integrity (Illus. 36). In evaluating the integrity of a wetland, for instance, all five of these factors
must be considered jointly, not one at a time. For example, changing the timing of seasonal flows
(as in the 2005 Woman Lake Restoration Project) disrupts fish spawning and plant growth.
(Baron et al 4-5) Or, in controlling pollution to maintain or improve the health of wetland species
communties, one must also consider water flows and timing, degraded channels, and mvasive
species. (10).

In addition to Cass County’s wetland tools and evaluation strategies, communities

need to dig deeper to respect and include these fundamental needs of wetland systems.

Baron et

al. wrile thal sustaining healthy freshwaler ecosystems means “that we come (0 recognize (he
interdependence of people and the environments of which they are a part,” including a long-term
perspective, educational systems, and an enduring stewardship.

(14).

And finally, local

preservation efforts “must be matched by state and national acknowledgment that fundamental
human needs for water can only be met in the future through policies that preserve the integrity
and functioning of freshwater ecosystems today.”

(14-15).

To sustain its freshwater wetland heritage and economic stability, it seems Cass County needs to
make a more firm, long-term commitment . . . a resolve to create a better informed empathy and
balance with the laws of nature. We need to create a new way of being and work together to
protect all the valuable parts of a most diverse and among the most imperiled systems on our
planet, our remaining freshwater wetlands, so that future generations of all life may also benefit
from these vital assets, their rightful wetlands heritage.
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Hhustration List;

I. Map of the cattail marsh, Woman Lake WMA,

Cass Co. Shows that our property adjoins the

wetland on iwo sides.
2. Hlus. 2,3,4. Shows wetland loss in the 1780s and 1980s, and wetland conversion and
ownership.
5. Map of Cass Co., we live in northern Cass.
6. Map of Leech Lake River Watershed in northern Cass Co.
7. Dumping grounds.
8. MN map of wetland loss in the three biomes. Most of the prairie and forest wetlands were
drained for agriculture. (Tester)

9. Postcard photo of a beaver.
10. Examples of using beavers to improve riparian gions in Idaho, before and after scenes.
‘The next group of Illus. (11-16) are a few examples of how beavers manage and benefit wildlife,
biodiversity, and cleanse water.
11. Beavers build new wetlands in the desert or sagebrush country.
1Z A comparison of trout weighis in siream and beaver pond habiiais.
13. Young salmon weight and length gain after spending the winter in the beaver pond.
14. The length frequencies of trout from beaver and non-beaver sections.
15. Compares bird diversity in both beaver pond and terrestrial habitats in South Carolina.
16. Beaver dams filter water.
The following illus. (17,18,19) are examples of non-lethal tools, of which there are many
variations, that show how to protect human property which allow beavers to sustain healthy
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wetlands.
17. A simple wire cage tree protector that is anchored to the ground and allows space for tree
growth.
18. Here 1s a table and figure of the Clemson Beaver Pond 1 eveler developed by Clemson U. in
South Carolina to control level of water in pond.
19. Cass C. diagram of the Clemson from the Walker newspaper.
20. Deep Portage Conservation Reserve is a learning center educational tool.
21. A Natural Features Mapping tool used in Cass County.
22. Shoreland sensitivity to development maps of Ten Mile and Woman Lakes. The highest
numbers are Lhe most sensitive.
23. The Environmental Assessment Worksheet (EAW) is a tool used to preserve Lantern Bay of
Woman Lake in Cass Co.
24. Saving Lantern Bay is an example of using the EAW tool to deter building. It is also an
example of the LLAWF and Woman Lake Associations citizens’efforts to refuse development and
to raise funds to save the sensitive wetland bay from degradation and destruction.
25. A proposed zoning tool showing shoreland residential and urban growth and part of Woman
I ake.

26. 5™ International Beaver Symposium shows a global concern for wetland preservation and
beaver protection management and use in Europe and North America.
27, 28. Design for Woman Lake WMA

2005 Wetland Restoration.

29, 30, and 31 illus. show how beaver were viewed and valued culturally in the 1700s.

The next set of illustrations (32-34) show beavers as natural landscape managers.
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32. The original and lost storage capacity of the upper Mississippi and Missouri River basins,
found m hydrologists Hey and Philippi. 1995.
33. National Annual and 30-year mean flood damage cost.
34. Figures 21.25 and 21.26 show landscape change and nutrient storage by beavers at
Kabetogama, Minnesota. (pp 498 and 499 in Molles, Manuel).
35. Table 1 shows human manipulation of wetlands since Euro-American settlement. (Baron et al
p 3)
36. Figure 2 shows forces that influence freshwater ecosystems.

(Baron et al p 4)
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As young beaver mature. they move up and down stream
ly
to build their own dams. In many cases. they eventual
pioneer far oul into sagebrush country. building wel
streamside habitat where none existed before.

Reavers build wetlands in the desert. Colling, T. 1993.
The role of beaver in riparian habitai managemend.
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Tors) weights of trout 1n equal lengths of
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Weights of trout in equal lengths of beaver pond and
stream sections Gard, R. 1961 Effects of beaver and

trout in Sagehen Creddk. P.236.
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Length Frequencies of trout from beaver and non-beaver
sections. Huey and Wolfrum. 1956. Beaver-trout
relations in New Mexico. P.73.
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Winter
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BP

Spring

Vireo
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winter
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Woodpecker
‘Wren

Brown

Thrasher

Robin
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Thrush
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Kinglet
Kinglet

Warbler
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Brown

Sapsucker
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Purple

Warbler
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White-throated
Eastern

Cnatcatcher

Brown-headed
Scarlet

Mean

Sparrow

Phoebe

Blue-gray
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occurred
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Avian density. Hair, et al. 1978. Beaver pond ecosystem
and their relationships to multi-use natural resource
management. P.85. A comparison of bird species at the
beaver pond (BP) and terrestrial habitats (T).
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Sedimentation profile
crossing a beaver pond.
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Allred, 1980. “A re-emphasis on the value of beaver . .”.
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A list of materials is provided in Table 1. The leveler design is shown in Figures 3 and 4

Table

L List of Materials

Quantity

w.

Htem

10" section, 10" dia. PVC pipe (Schedule 40)
PVC cap for 10" dia. PVC pipe (Schedule 40)
10" x 8" PVC pipe reducer coupling (Schedule 40)
86" sections, 3/4" dia. plastic roll pipe (water pipe), 160 psi grade
3/4" metal couplings for roll pipe
1/4" x 2" galvanized eyebolts
1/4" galvanized nuts

1/4" galvanized washers

:

16" sections, 8 ga. galvanized wire (medium hardness)
96" sections, 2" x 4" 1/2 ga. galvanized welded wire
Crab trap clamps (fasteners)
The above materials are required to assemble the intake device for the Clemson Beaver Pond
Leveler. The
carrying pipe (flow pipe) may consist of 20 to 40 feet of 8" diameter PVC, Schedule 40 with coupling
sleeves and
elbows appropriate to the desired configuration.
&

Elbow and stand pipe are optional.
Needed only lo manage waler level
Il maintaining pond is an objective

/

/

we

8 ga

40 pvc pipe

Intake

Device

|
Y

T - joint litlled wilh a drain
plug may

replace

elbow

Pond

Figure 1. Clemson Beaver Pond Leveler

Clemson beaver pond leveler. (AFW leaflet 1) 1991.
Clemson University.
\

Side

Beavers cannot detect the flow of water escaping from the
pond and do not feel the need to stop
its flow. The Clemson is essentially a long PVC pipe with a
cage attached to pond side, usually
placed in about 5 foot of water. One was introduced into our
beaver dam, but it wasn’t moving
enough water (according to Blackwater residents) and was
removed instead of adding another

Clemson. But many are used successfully now in Cass County.

The Clemson Leveler
5X

Oa

7

Pp

The Clemson Leveler is
an inexpensive way for
townships

Road Grade

Clemson

Leveler

to thwart

persistent beavers.

Clever leveler: Nyp, P. 1993. Pilot-Independent
Newspaper Wiker, MN p.8.

DEEP PORTAGE C ONSERVATIONR ESERVE e Close Enough to Longville to Touch!
DEEP PORTAGE is five miles long, two wide, and contains five lakes

and twelve miles of shoreline on its boundary waters. Though the forest
feels remote and wild, it is easy to reach from airports and highways
that lead to the winding entrance road.
abejiog dea( - ojoud

DEEP

PORTAGE

CONSERVATION

RESERVE

has

a mission

of

environmental education and resources management demonstration.
During the school year thousands of students from the Midwest explore
at Deep Portage in residential learning adventures, fully accredited by
the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools. In addition, the
Reserve serves the community with weekly classes, interpretive
programs, wildflower garden displays, land use demonstrations, and
recreational opportunities of birding, hiking, hunting and skiing on the
ten square miles of forest.
Birding

Hiking » Hunting » Skiing o Interpretive Classes
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Exvironmentar Assessment W ORKSHEET
Note to prepar
ers: This form and EAW Guidelines are available at the
Environmenta

l Quality
Board’s website at: http:/www.e b.state.mn.us/E
nvRevGuidanceDocuments.htm. The
“Environmental Assessment Worksheet provides informa
tion about a project that may have the potential for
significant environmental effects. The EAW is prepare
d by the Responsible Governmental Unit or its
agents to determine whether an Environmental Impact
Statement should be prepared. The project proposer
must supply any reasonably accessible data for — but
should not complete — the final worksheet. If a
complete answer does not fit in the space allotted, attach
additional sheets as necessary.
The complete question as well as the answer must be
included if the EAW is prepared electronically.
Note to reviewers: Comments must be submitted to
the RGU during the 30-day comment period following
notice of the EAW in the EQB Monitor. Comments should
address the accuracy and completeness of
information, potential impacts that warrant further investi
gation and the need for an EIS.
1.

Project title

2.

Proposer
Contact person
Title

3.

Address
City, state, ZIP
Phone
Fax

RGU
Contact person
Title
Address
City, state, ZIP
Phone
Fax

:

E-mail

E-mail

Reason for EAW preparation (check one)
__EIS scoping __ Mandatory EAW __ Citizen petitio
n
volunteered

RGU discretion ___ Proposer
:

-

If EAW or EIS is mandatory give EQB rule category
subpart number

. Project location

County

Va
GPS Coordinates N
Tax Parcel Number

“a

and subpart name:

City/Township.
Section

Township
Ww

Attach each of the following to the EAW:
.
County map showing the general location of the project;
°
U.S. Geological Survey 7.5 minute, 1:24,000 scale map indicat
ing project boundaries
(photocopy acceptable);
Site plan showing all significant project and natural features
.
. Description
a. Provide a project summary of 50 words or less to be published
in the EQB Monitor.

b. Give a complete description of the proposed project and
related new construction. Attach additional
sheets as necessary. Emphasize construction, operation methods
and features that will cause physical
manipulation of the environment or will produce wastes. Include
modifications to existing equipment or
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5thinternational

Beaver Symposium
Dubingiai, Lithuania
20 - 23 September 2009

Vilnius University and Vytautas Magnus University are pleased to invite you to the 5"
International
Beaver Symposium, which will be held in Dubingiai, Lithuania, on 20-23 of September 2009.
The
Symposium aims to bring together beaver specialists from Eurasia and North America to give them
a forum for exchanging kriowledge and experience relative to the scientific and management

aspects of a keystone species — the beaver (Castor fiber and C. canadensis) and their
fossil relatives.

Lithuania is an ideal location for the Symposium. This Central European country lies near the core
of the original range of the Eurasian beaver. In historical times, laws and other legislative
regulations of the Great Duchy of Lithuania had strictly managed beaver exploitation, recognition
of the importance of this natural resource. However, as in many other European countries, in
Lithuania beavers were nearly extirpated by the first half of the 20% century. The present
population of beavers in Lithuania is the result of intensive reintroduction activities and the
subsequent protection of these animals. Lithuania now has one of the highest densities of beavers

in Europe. This situation presents serious challenges for the management of conflicts
between
humans and beavers. During the Symposium, we will showcase various impacts of high
densities
of beavers (2 beavers per km?) on resources and human infrastructures.
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Varations on the Beaver Hat —

as

illustrated in Martin's

Castorologia and E.E. Rich,

“Pro

pelle cutem” Beaver, 288, Spring
1958, p. 14.
ARMY HAT

only twenty thousand.

These quantities

reflected the composition of the fashionable
beaver hat of the day, or castor as it was
called — three-quarters castor gras duvet, and
one-quarter castor sec duvet.
A number of factors converged to bring

England into a leading position in the
coat-beaver trade. France resisted expanding
their trading area to the north because of their

self-created glut of castor sec. They had
rejected Groseilliers’ and Raddison’s proposed
Hudson Bay fur-trading expedition to a new
source of castor gras. However, the project
was supported by the English king’s cousin,

62

Cameron

Prince Rupert, and other royal cronies, in
1665. The English aristocracy was ready for
such a venture. It was tired of the austerity of
Cromwell’s rule, which had ended just five
years before, and the new king, Charles II,
needed to locate new sources of revenue to

support his and his friends’ extravagances.
There is little doubt that this project, which
was chartered as the Hudson’s Bay Company

in 1670, was specifically after winter-caught,
heavy, subarctic coat-beaver duvet, or what
the English called beaver wool or fleece. The
company motto pro pelle cutem could have
meant “We risk our skins to get furs.” But

Standard of trade of the Hudson's
Bay

Company

at Moose

James Bay for 1748 —

Factory

on

In exchange for one beaver (one made
beaver):
a brass kettle

half a pound of beads
Ts pound and a half of gunpowder
two pounds of brown sugar

one pound of Brazilian tobacco
half a pound of thread
one-quarter gallon of English
brandy
one yard of flannel
twelve-dozen buttons

twenty fish-hooks
two hatchets
eight knives
two looking-glasses

twelve needles
four spoons
one

shirt

Source: Douglas Mackay, The Honourable
Company, Books for Libraries Press,
Freeport, 1936, pp 85-86.
|
|

|

The Worth of One Beaver: Cameron, Jim. 1991. The
Canadian Beaver Book. P.54.

Hey and Phillippi show that “forty million beavers in 1600 would have maintained 51 million acres
of water surface, accounting for 11 percent of the 456 million acres of land in the upper

Mississippi Basin . . . . At a depth of three feet, the original ponded area could have stored more
than three floods the size of the 1993 even.” (Hey 14). In contrast, beaver populations have
decreased from 40 million to less than one million and pond only about half a million acres where
as the “human population has exploded to nearly 40 million.”

(Hey 13). Beaver and human

populations have exchanged places, it seems.

Table 1. Measures of the original and lost storage capacity
of the Upper Mississippi and Missouri
Water
Year

Area

River basins.

Surface

%

(Acres)

of

Watershed"

Beaver Ponds
1600
1990
Lost
Wetlands
1780

51,100,000
511,000
50.600,000

1980

44.700.000
18.900,000

Lost

25.800.000

“These figures are based on the watershed
prises 456 million acres.
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Measures of the original and lost storage capacity of the
upper Mississippi and Missouri F. basins. Hey, Philippi
1995. P.13.
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Figure 1. National annual and 30-year mean flood damages. adjusted to 1993 dollars (source:

U.S. Weather Bureau).

National annual and 30-year mean
flood damages, adjested to 1993
dollars.

Hey and Philippi. 1995. Flood reduction ...p.8.
Even with higher and larger levees, the mean annual flood damage has risen 140 percent during
Sata
:
The lr,
the past 90 years.

+ From 1927 to 1988. beavers transformed this
' Jandscape from one dominated by forest to a

| diverse patchwork of several ecosystems.

2.000

0

1926

1946
Yel

Figure 21.25

Beaver-caused landscape changes on the

Naiman et al. 1994).
Kabetogama Peninsula, Minnesota (data from

[ncrease

in nutrient

retention

(4)

i The changes caused by
beavers increased nutrient
retention on the landscape.

Nutrients

Figure

21.26

Nutnentietention on the Kabetogama Peninsula

after alteration by beavers (data from Naiman

et al. 1994).

s that
Because of their aclivilies, beavers (Castor canadensis) create complex wetland ecosystem

trap and store valuable nutrients in the landscape. (Molles: p 498). Fig. 21.25 shows landscape
(Molles: p
changes on (he Kabetogama Peninsula, MN. Figure 21.26 shows nutrient retention.

499).

fable |— Changes in hydrologic flow, water quality, wetland area, and species viability in U.S. rivers, lakes, and wetlands sinc
Zuro-American

settlement.

U. S. Freshwater Resources

Pre-settlement Condition

Current Conditions

TT

Undammed rivers (in 48 contiguous states)

5.1

4 7

Echeverria et al

Free-flowing rivers that qualify for wild
and scenic status (in 48 contiguous states)

S| million km

0.0001

Number ot dams

0

75,000

CEQ

Volume of water diverted from surface waters.

0

| O million m3 day'(1985)

Solley et al. 1998

Total daily U. S. water use

Unknown

1.5 million m*day*(1995)

Solley et al. 1998

Sediment inputs to reservoirs

not applicable

1,200 million m?/year

Stallard

River water quality" (1.1 million km surveyed)

Unimpaired

402,000 km impaired”

EPA 1998

Lake water quality
* (6.8 million ha surveyed)

Unimpaired

2.7 million ha impaired”

EPA 1998

Wetland acreage (in 48 contiguous states)

87 million ha

35 million ha

van der Leeden et al.

Number of native freshwater fish species

822 species

202 imperiled or extinct

Stein and Flack 199°

Number of native freshwater mussel species

305 species

157 imperiled or extinct

Stein and Flack 1997

Number of native crayfish species

330 species

I 1 | imperiled or extinct

Stein and Flack 1997

Number of native amphibian species

242 species

64 imperiled or extinct

Stein and Flack 1997

>2m

million km

million km
million km

us DOI

[989

1982

1995

1998

| 99

. Only 40% (6.8 million ha) of to
"Only 19% (1.116.500 km) of total river km in U. 5. were surveyed out of a total of 5,792,400 km
lake area (16.9 million ha) were surveyed.

Bavon etal. p.3

WATER QUALITY

Figure J— Conceptual model of major forces that influence freshwater ecosystems.
~
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A Guide to Sustaining Freshwater Wetlands

A Wetland Ethic
Cass County
wetlands and a
Note: This outline and notes include possible ways to sustain healthy freshwater

counties
stable economy in Cass County communities. Many tourist/recreational communities and
at the same time,
in northern Minnesota are struggling to sustain qualtity natural resources while
or “Outcome”
they are being threatened by increasing population and development. This guide
could discuss
may be useful at Town Meetings, for example, where people with similar concerns
results could
and share their ideas, solutions, teachings, and lessons. The most useful and tested
of losing these
then be gathered together inio a larger booklet. One definite ouicome is the sadness
joyful one when
most beautiful, complex, full-of-lifc systems that we are part of: but a much more

they arc preserved whole and healthy.]

A land ethic reflects the existence of an ecological conscience, and this in
turn reflects a conviction of individual responsibility for the health of the land.

Health is the capacity of the land for self-renewal.
Aldo Leopold, 4 Sand County Almanac,

1948,

Introduction:
wetlands
Over the past two centuries, we have drained, filled, and degraded half of our freshwater

ment. We are
to serve the needs of an increasing population, consumerism, and economic develop
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estroying wetland goods and services that all life depends on. Despite laws, Minnesota is losing
thousands of acres of wetlands per vear. Minnesota’s aguatic habitats are one of its most valuable
resources. Its 12,000 lakes provide various industrial, commercial, and recreational opportunities,
but many lake systems, including lake wetlands, are degraded by sewage and industrial wastes, and
polluted by runoff and development.

Freshwater wetlands are found along lakes, rivers, streams, and ponds; and include beaver ponds,

marshes, swamps, and bogs. Wetlands sustain clean freshwater which is vital for human life and
economic well-being, maintain more life than almost any other ecosysiem, sustain the stability of
ihe giobal environmenl, are invaluable for food and drought conirol, provide groundwaier
recharge, siow erosion, lessen air and water pollution, fake in vast quantities of carbon dioxide and
release great quantitics of oxygen, and offsct the build-up of CO2 in the atmosphorc that causcs
global warming. In addition, wetlands provide food supplies that sustain biodiversity, trap
sediments and consume pollutants, are home for a vast diversity of plant and animal life, and are
sencturaries for rare and endangered species. They also provide opportunities for research,
education, recreation and aesthetics. (Niering 1985: 44-65, and 1991: 15-16).

Wetland ecologists

stress that freshwater wetlands today are “being severely altered or destroyed at a greater rate than
at any other time in human history, and far faster than they are being restored.” (Baron: 2). They
emphasize that analyses reveal that freshwater ecosystems are under stress and at risk because of
human activities. . . and that “freshwater plant and animal species are at greater risk of extinction
from human activities compared with all other species.”

(Baron: 3).
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For Cass County communities, wetlands goods and services are valuable for the
tourist/recreational/fishing economy.

In order to sustain a healthy economy and livelihood, we can

no longer afford to focus soley on the benefits we receive from these aquatic ecosystems, but must
nrotect and sustain healthy aquatic svstems.

That is, focus not on consuming, manipulating

exploiting, and depleting goods and services, but focus on giving back, replenishing, and renewing.
These freshwater ecosystems provide valuable economic commodities and services. Now we need
to change our behaviors and policies and focus on the needs of freshwater ecosystem integrity. We

are responsible for the health of the “land” (soil, water, plants, animals). It seems to me that to be
responsible our behavior, similar to a medical doctor/patient reiationship, should inciude an
mformed empathy toward ibe land and ali tis paris and how they work iogeiher. We should
concentrate not on our needs, but on the needs and health of the patient in need. We also need fo
cxaminc the conscquences of our actions and consider long-term solutions before we act, not

short-term fixes here and there that compound issues and cost. Ecologists stress that we think in
terms of requirements for whole aquatic communities not only for the needs of single species, for a
healthy wetland ecosystem is 2 complex integrated community that is not even well known vet.

How is it just or wise, for instance, to single out one species, even if it means a short-term profit, at
the expense of all others that contribute to a healthy svstem? What if the consequences are dire for
not only other species, but the whole system . . . which may then lead, in the long-term, to wetland
degradation?

How can we destrov our own livelihood? In addition, wetland ecologists admit that

they have only scratched the surface of understanding freshwater wetland systems.

The small communities of Cass County are facing a population increase of 50% by 2030 and the
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future quality of wetlands is threatened by shereland development, which can effect water quality,
degrade fish and wildlife habitat, and destrov rare and endangered species. I hear and fear the

hustle and bustle of anxiety at our doorstep, and short-term solutions that fail. We are now forced
to deliver and protect high quality, healthy wetlands or lose our livelihood.

Here is a list of some strategies, tools, and concepts that can be discussed further and which may
help us sustain healthy freshwater ecosystems.
1. The Minnesota Center for Environmental Advocacy (MCEA) is a legal and scientific
conservation group protecting and defending Minnesota’s environment that works in the courts,
legislature and staic agencies for environmental change. (MCEA Wetlands Inifiative).

Wetlands

are essenfial for quality human life.
2. Deep Portage Conservation Reserve is an envifonmential fearning center in Cass County. They
have wetland boardwalks that stimulate interest in wetlands and sustaining them.
3. Weiland Reguiation. Cass has a Weiland Analysis Model that is used to evaluate wetlands for
land-usc planning by its sensitivity to development. A sccond mode! identifics public roads and
utility sites where Cass would like to put further development which would then preserve more
remote areas.

4. The Environmental Assessment Worksheet is a well-known tool used to preserve, for

example, Lantern Bay wetland of Woman Lake. It presents 31 or more development issues that
would impact wetlands and determines if a housing development is permitted.
5. The Leech Lake Area Watershed Foundation publication is a public action tool that promotes
the protection of water, woods, and wildlife. It protects sensitive lands and waters, accepts
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donations, assists in the establishmentof conservation easements, and provides

education on

mdividual and community responsible stewardship.
6. Lake News: Child, Girl, and Woman Lake Property Owners Association is a grassroot lake
organization that supports wetland preservation. They report, encourage, and promote policies for
healthy environments and wetlands. They are important educational tools for explaining policy,
communicating cultural/ecological needs, and displaying public cooperative action for
sustainability.
7. The Cass County Homeowner's Guide to Lake Stewardship is produced by the LLAWEF,
Cass County Environmental Services, and lake associations.
The 2008 guide shows how

homeowners can manage their property to protect shoreline water and wetlands by curbing
poilution at the source and reducing runoff.
8. Conservation Easements is another tool for profecting and sustaining healthy wetlands.
9. Consider nature’s conservationists; beavers sustain heaithy wetlands.
They build wetland ponds and biodiversily. Beavers are waier and soil conservaitonisis, keysione
species in aquatic ecosystems. Similar to the removal of the keystone in an arch, removal of the
beaver would greatly alicr the integrity of the wotlelul sysicim. As ccosystem cnginicers, beavers aic
regulators of stream flow, modifiers of riparian habitat, major contributors to nutrient cycling, and
benefactors of wildlife and fish. They have a profound effect on the land and streams and preserve

and maintain healthy wetlands which benefit humans, Their dams are beneficial because they
control flood water, drought, erosion, store water, elevate water tables, create wetlands for
wildlife, and improve water quality. (Busher and Dzieciolowski, 1999; Preface v and Niering
10925: 25, 121,122)
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10. The Variety of Non-lethal solutions to people/ beaver conflicts allows greater harmony
between humans and beavers.

Here are other serious issues, methods, and principles that affect healthy wetlands:
1. Invasive Species such as the msty crayfish, purple loosestrife, and carp degrade and destroy
native wetlands, lakes, and wildlife. What is being done to control these species?
2. Global Warming. How will Minnesota fish, anglers, and fisheries managers adapt to warmer
lakes, streams, and wetlands?
3. Reconciliation Ecology. This concept emphasizes our need to “move away from purely
exploitive activities and toward the development of reconciliation ecology with wildlife.” (Busher
et al: p.v). For example, when beavers develop new habitats for themselves such as ponds, dams,
lodges, food patches, winter food piles, burrows, canals, and so forth they open up new habitats

for populations of other species and therefore, increase and sustain biodiversity. Beavers, through
their aciivilies, encourage and provide for the needs of other species in a wetland ecosystem and
have been sustaining (hese systems for len ihousand years or more. Can they build a beiier wetland
than we can restore a degraded onc? How well have we been protecting our natural resources, our
wetlands, our home, the Earth? Perhaps we should be more willing to adapt oursclves

and our

ways to the welfare of our wetland ecosystems instead of overwhelming them, to accommodate
them, to make the needed adjustments in our highly manipulative human world to preserve our
wetlands and its wildlife now.
4. Rare and Endangered Species

Ninety percent of the wetlands in Minnesota’s prairie biome and 60% of the deciduous forest
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biome have been drained for agriculture. (Tester: p 193). How many wetland species might we
have lost without even knowing it? And why is the loss of wetland biodiversity so important?
When a wetland vanishes, for example, the species that lived there also vanish. And when an
endangered species disappears in one wetland, its risk of extinction increases. Diversity is a source
for food, medicine, amenities, and part of our wetland heritage, millions of years in the making.
(Wilson: 311). And wetland diversity provides other pathways in its web of life should species be
eliminated by degradation and global warming. Moreover, fishery experts state that 73 percent of

fish extinctions are caused by habitat destruction and modification, 68 percent by introduced
species, 38 percent by chemicals, pollution, and hybridization,

and 15 percent by over-harvesting,

(ivhiler 22). In destroying and degrading weilands are we nol depriving ourselves, {future
generations, and the world of life-supporting benefits of healthy weiland systems?

5. Conflict Transformation. John Paul Lederach, author of Conflict Transafrmation, writes

about how to end something destructive and build something new. Conflict transformation probes
deeper than the immediate crisis to discover the history of the

problem and understand the real

root cause of a conflict or problem. Lederach believes that when the real causes are acknowledged
there may be real social change, long-term trans-formation and constructive, positive on-going
change. Conflict transformation may be a valuable and constructive tool to make changes when
conflicts arise between wetland sustainability and development, in trying to find a just and
informed balance between human economic welfare and natural resource welfare.
6. Wetland Ecologists published in the Ecological Society of America Reports stress the following
scientifically based conclusions for sustaining freshwater wetlands:

1) Healthy wetlands better
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adapt to climate change and continue to provide goods and services. 2) When wetlands are

degraded their services are difficult and costly to replace. 3) We must protect the needs required
for whole healthy wetlands, not just human service needs. 4) U.S. water management policies are
inadequate because too many government agencies are not in agreement. 5) T.aws and regulations
focus on “maintaining the lowest acceptable water quality and minimal flows, and protecting single
species rather than aquatic communities.”

(Baron: 2). 6) Hydrologists, engineers, water

managers, and others are “rarely taught about the ecological consequences of management
policies” . . . (Baron: 3). 7)“. . .economists, developers, politicians do not account for “potential
ecological cosis of shori-term plans.”

(3).

Wetland ecologists conclude that “fundamental change in water management policies 1s necaed,”
onc that understands the naturc of freshwater resources and the bencfits they provide. (2). Herc
are some of their recommendations for sustaining freshwater systems: 1) Incorporate wetland
needs into management policies.
land matters.

2)

es

Dr

3) Increase education across

disciplines.

to

include watersheds. What we do on

hink about wetlands as “systems with

ecological purposes as well as water supply functions.” (Baron: 14).

5) Use ecological principles

as guidelines for restoration efforts. Once major wetland processes have heen disturbed, many
restoration projects fail to function.
wetlands (sustain what we have).

stewardship).

6) Maintain and protect degraded, but still well-functioning
7) Bring the ecosystem concept home (long-term, grass-roots

(pp 12-14).

A Minnesota wetiand ecologist, Milton Weller, discusses the following important scientific
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observations and management practices for preserving wetlands:

1) Preserve wetland complexes

in a natural state. Change in one wetland affacts nearby wetlands,

2) “A general philosophy of

management might be to leave well enough alone when a wetland is in a natural state and seems
productive, but use natural techniques when man-influenced wetlands are not productive.”
(Weller: 72).

3) A wetland must be managed as a complex system.

4) “Management goals must

consider all species, not single ones or small groups,” because change affects all organisms.
5)

(72).

Wetlands that have been drained, dredged, and filled to make them more attractive for humans

coniradict wetland needs, degrade the system, and result in less biodiversity, wildlife production,
and fish. (108).

6) The guidelines of the EIS.{environmental impact assessment) used io solve

conflicis beiween developers and conservalionisis can be “obscure”, unrelaied lo the compiexily
and values of wetlands, and ineffective
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Milton Weller
X

believes that we have a moral obligation to preserve natural wetland communities, but if the impact
from increasing population continues we will continue to lose wetlands. And this could mean a loss

of economic security for Cass County.

7. Sense of Place. And finally, developing a Sense of Place to a habitat is, I think, the most
valuable experience there is for reconnecting ourselves to nature and the Earth. When we become
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quiet and truly listen to the natural environment, whether wetland or forest, this firsthand

experience can be truly life-changing. You may become aware of and feel yourself melding within
a larger outer environmental wholeness . . . and you feel a sense of belonging to this expanding
home system. As vou absorb the sights and sounds and feelings with all your senses, with a relaxed

kind of awareness, this reconnection feels simply natural and reasonable . . . as if this is the way it
was and should be. It makes sense to vour being, vour life, and vou feel a sense of peace. Perhaps

this kind of experience may be thought of as an af oneness with life. It seems like a new way of
being, but I wonder if it’s a deeper older biological truth . . . that we know we are part nature, not
conquerors of it, or superior to it. I find this Sense of Place reasonable, not anything mysterious. It
is a natural awareness of belonging to a natural place called Earth. Life did not spring from cement
and glitier. In any case, as part of nature and our natural carth place, a person may begin to feel
protective of these very, very old, deep and complex integrative, ecological systems. And you
know they must not be misunderstood and destroyed. You know they must live and in their own
natural spaces on earth. It is, I think, part of the carth’s ancient command and law that all
ecosystems live fully, naturally, and peaceably together.

One Small Wild Place

The heavers next door live in a fascinating and beautiful home . . . an eighty-acre caitail marsh
framed bv rolling hills forested with birch, tall white pines, and a scattering of oak and maple trees
. . . the domain of deer, foxes, bears, and many kinds of birds, both predator and prey. Among the

alder thickets bordering the marsh and in the stream and beaver pond are muskrats, otters, minks,
raccoons, and snowshoe hares; and redwings nest in cattails and painted turties sun on old mossy
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logs. This is also my sense of place, where I canoe

and feel at home with the “Land.”

(Marilyn

Holmer)
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